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Introduction to the report 
 
Characterising First Steps Learning has taken account of what has been 

learnt from recent analysis of provision below Level 2x and plans for the  
Foundation Learning Tier (FLT) set out in the White Paper (2006)iii Prior 
related research provided evidence and raised issues relevant to this study; 

in particular Entry to Employment (E2E)i, the study of learner referenced 
achievementii, LSC consultation on First Stepsv and the LSC commissioned 

NIACE segmentation studyvii. 
 

In particular this study has examined the following: 

 
• What constitutes effective First Steps?  

 

• What aspects of curriculum and organisation need to be present in 
the FLT for First Steps learning to be effective? How can the FLT 

properly support First Steps learning? 
 

• Can First Steps achievements be recognised, accredited and made to 

count towards progression pathwaysiii and qualifications in the FfA? 
Are there units and qualifications needed for First Steps? 

 

• Can this be done within the spirit of the Skills Strategy, which 

recognised that qualifications (and implicitly the experience of 
assessment of achievement) could be off- putting for adult learners 

whose experiences of learning often led to disappointment and 

failure? 
 

Part One describes the attempts to define and distinguish First Steps 

learning from other strands in Adult and Community Learning (ACL); and 

the consequences of market failure of provision below Level 2 for adults for 
First Steps learners. The report goes on to show how the emergence of the 

Framework for Achievement (FfA), the development of the Foundation 

Learning Tier (FLT), LSC‘s focussing of resources on priority learners 
without Level 2 qualifications, and the implementation of agenda for change 

have helped to underpin and shape the characteristics  for effective First 
Steps learning within the FLT which are described in Part Two of this 
report.   

 
During the research project we have sought to listen to people in 

neighbourhoods and workplaces who have taken their first steps back into 

learning, pursuing their own motivations and aspirations for the future. In 
this report we have used their experience and perceptions to inform our 

analysis and recommendations. Case studies in the report focus on their 

experiences and contexts in which they learn. Extracts from these case 

studies, quotes from learners and front line staff (outreach workers, tutors, 
volunteers) have been used to illustrate and exemplify points throughout 
the report. Quotes from each case study are referenced throughout the 

report. Thank you to all those who contributed their time, ideas and 
experiences to this study and the report, especially:  
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• Seacroft Sure Start  

 

• Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 
 

• Canary Wharf/UCATT/Lewisham College Learning Centre Partnership 
 

• North Warwickshire and Hinckley College 
 
Thanks to Jeff Bargh for his work on interviews and case study reports for 
the report.   

 
Credit Works has produced a short film to accompany the report. Some of 

the people we interviewed speak directly about what motivated them to 

take their first steps back into learning and how these experiences have 
affected their lives.   

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Executive Summary  
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This report addresses the question, ‘What constitutes effective First Steps 

learning, and what needs to be put in place for effective First Steps?  

 
Learners were interviewed individually and in groups to directly elicit and 

analyse their motivations, expectations and experiences of learning again. 
Provision examined for this study was not necessarily labelled as “First 
Steps” by providers or by learners themselves, though the intention of 

providers in all cases was to offer a ‘way in’ or a ‘way back’ to learning for 
adults without qualifications at or above Level 2.  

 

A total of 44 learners and 27 staff were interviewed individually and in 
groups.  

 

Desk research used LSC internal and external reports, relevant QCA review 

documents, departmental reports, and other relevant research reports and 
evidence which related to First Steps Learning.   

 

Part One (1.1-1.3) describes the attempts to define and distinguish First 
Steps learning from other strands in Adult and Community Learning (ACL); 

that although LSC has been able to distinguish First Steps learning for 

funding purposes, this distinction is currently difficult to make in practice; 

and that market failure of provision below Level 2 for adults has by default 
failed First Steps learners.  

 

Given this evidence of market failure, the report argues that emphasis 
should shift from ‘classification’ of First Steps to developing an explicit and 

effective curriculum and approach to delivery of First Steps learning. 
Without this change of emphasis and approach, provision may be 
reclassified as ‘First Steps’ and ‘protected’, but there is no real evidence 

that this would make it more effective in reaching and helping priority 
learners to progress. Reclassifying existing provision will not guarantee a 

better offer to learners and in fact might mean an increase in First Steps 

provision with no corresponding improvement in skills and qualifications for 
those people who most need them.  

 

Part One (1.4 -1.6) goes on to show how the emergence of the Framework 

for Achievement (FfA), the development of the Foundation Learning Tier 
(FLT), LSC‘s focussing of resources on priority learners (i.e. those people 
who do not have qualifications at Level 2 or above),and the implementation 

of agenda for change have helped to underpin and shape the characteristics 
for effective First Steps learning within the FLT which are described in Part 

Two of this report.   

 
Part Two discusses what needs to be put in place for effective First Steps 

learning. The report discusses the nature of effective First Steps learning 

(2.1), recommends that learner entitlements to personalised learning, 

recognition of achievement, progression and a coherent curriculum should 
be adopted for First Steps (2.2 - 2.5), and suggests how providers will need 

to be organised to deliver on those learner entitlements (2.6). The report 

identifies some common success factors in how providers reach and 
motivate priority learners and some common factors that influence learners 

to stay on and progress once engaged through First Steps. (2.7) 
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The report suggests that effective First Steps Learning:  

 
• Acts as a catalyst for engagement and progression in learning among 

those people who do not have qualifications at Level 2 or above. 
 

• Is integral to and not separate from learning and achievement in the 

FLT. In practice therefore, effective First Steps is about more than 
engagement and participation.  

 

• Encourages learners to embark on a learning journey where their life 
experience is respected and valued and which encourages and 

facilitates progression - to qualifications at and above Level 2, to 

employment and/or improved employment prospects.    

 
• Creates a bridge between informal learning and more structured 

learning. If the experience of priority learners has been negative, of 

failure, of absence of choice about what and how they learned in the 
past, the First Steps experience should set out to redress this.   

 

And that learners embarking on First Steps should be entitled to:  

 
• Personalised Learning as follows: 

 

• Personalised choice means using credit-based units to design 
and compose programmes and qualifications which enable 

people to pursue progression pathways through the FLT (within 
the FfA) according to their abilities and interests.   

• Personalised learning experience means personalising the 

experience of learning; so that an individual experiences 
learning and achievement in a way which suits their preferred 

learning styles, promotes personal ownership, autonomy and 

control of their learning and achievement.    
 

• Recognition of achievement and access to progression pathways from 

the outset in First Steps. Achievements recognised in First Steps 

should count towards achievement of qualifications in the FLT and 
towards higher level qualifications in the FfA, in one step.   

 

• Access to a coherent curriculum which develops and integrates 
functional literacy and numeracy; Personal and Social Development 

learning which ‘unblocks’ obstacles to progression; vocational and 

subject learning which provides skills and knowledge for 
employability.  
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the learning   journey in

the Foundation Learning Tier

learner seeks

recognition of

achievement

not a fixed point

on the learning

journey

Entitlement to Recognition of Achievement

from First Steps Learning onwards in the Foundation Learning Tier

first steps

From  First Steps onwards,

the learning provider

collects evidence of

achievements which meet

requirements for the

award of credit

Units are available at all

levels from an inclusive

Entry level to level 2

These units are used to

recognise

skills for life

vocational and subject

learning

personal and social

development learning

A request for recognition

of achievement

is managed through

a reflective learning process

which:

Recognises prior achievement from First Steps onwards

Recognises other prior achievements  relevant to the FLT

Is a stage in an ongoing  process of

reviewing  progress

checking direction

and planning  future learning

Providers of effective First Steps will have to be organised to deliver on 
these entitlements. (Section 2.6 - 2.7) 

 
One new challenge to many learning providers will be to: 
 

• take an approach to First Steps learning which assumes that the 
learner may wish to exercise a right to recognition of achievement at 

a future point  

• be organised to identify what they learned from the beginning of their 
engagement in First Steps 

• support the learner to provide evidence of achievement from First 

Steps onwards which counts towards the award of credit in the FfA 

• recognise the limits of their responsibility and capacity to offer 
ongoing social support to First Steps learners 
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Ways in which practitioners record what has been learned could be 

organised to provide evidence (post-hoc if necessary) of achievement that 

counts towards the award of credit in the FfA. 
 

Our recommendations are intended to respond to the conclusions and points 
throughout this report. Our suggestions reflect the policy aims for priority 
learners in the FLT and outcomes of research related to the FLT which have 

been accepted by LSC and QCA.  Each of the recommendations in the report 
is interrelated and interdependent. 

 

Recommendations  
 
Effective First Steps should encourage learners to embark on a learning 

journey where their life experience is respected and valued and which 
encourages and facilitates progression - to qualifications at and above Level 
2, to employment and/or improved employment prospects. To this end, we 

recommend that proposed learner entitlements in the FLT detailed in  the 
White Paper 2006iii are extended to learners embarking on First Steps. 
 

1.  Achievements recognised in First Steps should count towards 
achievement of qualifications in the FLT and towards higher level 

qualifications in the FfA, in one step.  We recommend that First 

Steps should not be characterised as ‘supporting progression towards’ or 

‘preparing people to be ready’ for qualifications.  
 

2.  Learners embarking on First Steps should be entitled to:  

 
• Personalised Learning 

Personalising choice - using credit-based units to design and compose 

programmes and qualifications which enable people to pursue 

pathways through the FLT (within the FfA) according to their abilities 
and interests.   

Personalising the learning experience - so that an individual 

experiences learning and achievement in a way which suits their 
preferred learning styles, promotes personal ownership, autonomy 

and control of their learning and achievement.    
 

• Recognition of achievement from the outset All achievements in 

First Steps (as an element of the FLT) should be capable of formal 
recognition within the FfA.  

 

•  Access to progression pathways from the outset First Steps 
must be about more than engagement and participation. Progression 

pathways to qualifications within the FfA should be available and 

offered to all learners who wish to follow them. Formal recognition 

should no longer be seen as an obstacle to be avoided in First Steps, 
but available as an incentive to progress.    

 

• Access to a coherent curriculum which develops and integrates 
functional literacy and numeracy; personal and social development 

learning which ‘unblocks’ obstacles to progression; vocational and 
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subject learning which provides skills and knowledge for 

employability.  

 
3.  For First Steps learning to succeed, recognition of achievement 

in an inclusive Entry level is absolutely necessary.  The 
recognition of achievement below the current definition of Entry Level 1 
is the subject of current work at QCA.  

 
4.  Examples of successful practice in reaching and motivating learners 

have been identified in this report. Providers should be encouraged 

to develop and share appropriate models and approaches which 
will reach and motivate priority learners. 

 

5. There is a need for a high level discussion of how to make the 

best use of resources to secure common objectives signalled by 
the gradual convergence of elements of public social and 

education policy. Such a discussion should consider how providers of 

local services, including LSC funded providers, could cooperate to 
maximise resources, in ways which complement their respective efforts 

to address the learning needs and social and economic problems faced 

by many priority learners.   
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Methodology 
 
The methodology for this research included: 

• Desk research of published and internal reports 
• Visits and observation of ‘first steps’ practice 
• Interviews with ‘first steps’ learners  

• Interviews with stakeholders and experts 
• Critical analysis of findings 

 
Desk research used LSC internal and external reports, relevant QCA review 

documents, departmental reports, and other relevant research reports and 

evidence which related to First Steps Learning.  Further investigation of 
research and review material was conducted through interviews with 

learners, front line workers and other key stakeholders for adult learning in 
a range of contexts. Key issues and questions were identified through these 
interviews and observations. We examined practice in First Steps learning in 

each of the following contexts: 
 

• Learning in the workplace supported by union learning 

representatives (ULR)  
• Sure Start Community Development Project 

• FE college provision  

• LEA managed Adult & Community Learning 

 
A case study report for each context is provided at Appendix 1. They are 

used to illustrate examples of effective First Steps (as well as issues and 

questions) throughout the report.  
 

We interviewed learners individually and in groups to directly elicit and 

analyse their motivations, expectations and experiences of learning again. 

Provision examined for this study was not necessarily labelled as “First 
Steps” by providers or by learners themselves, though the intention of 

providers in all cases was to offer a ‘way in’ or a ‘way back’ to learning for 

adults without qualifications at or above Level 2.  
 

A total of 44 learners and 27 staff were interviewed individually and in 
groups.  
 

The project has also examined the implications of the outcomes of the 
study of market failure at Level 2x , and whether and how far the findings 

and recommendations of, “Research to Identify the Key Issues in Including 

Learner-Referenced Achievements within the Framework for Achievement”  
can be applied to First Steps. 

 

The project has paid attention to and investigated data available from the 

KPMG investigation into Other Provision, and the consultation (and 
outcomes from), “Investing in Skills: Taking Forward the Skills Strategy  
An LSC Consultation Paper on Reforming the Funding and Planning 

Arrangements for First Steps, Personal and Community Development 
Learning for Adults”. The findings from the NIACE project, “Segmenting 

Adult Learning Provision”, were also analysed.  
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Part One: Identifying Effective First Steps Learning 
 

Part One (1.1-1.3) describes the attempts to define and distinguish First 
Steps learning from other strands in Adult and Community Learning (ACL); 

that although LSC has been able to distinguish First Steps learning for 
funding purposes, this distinction is currently difficult to make in practice; 
and that market failure of provision below Level 2 for adults has by default 

failed First Steps learners.  
 

(1.4 -1.6) goes on to show how the emergence of the Framework for 

Achievement (FfA), the development of the Foundation Learning Tier (FLT), 
LSC‘s focussing of resources on priority learners without Level 2 

qualifications and the implementation of agenda for change have helped to 

underpin and shape the characteristics  for effective First Steps learning 

within the FLT which are described in Part Two of this report.   
 

 

1.1 The Skills Strategy 2003 - a commitment to First Steps learning 

 
 The Skills Strategy (2003) made provision for basic skills and Level 2 

qualifications as key priorities for public funding for adults.  The White 

Paper identified “first step” learning as one element of a range of provision 
that would need to be secured: 

 

‘There are some [people] with low skills who would welcome 

opportunities to improve their skills but would feel daunted by full 
qualifications. They want a ‘first step’ on the learning ladder before 

committing themselves.  Reaching such reluctant learners is an 

important part of achieving our aims’ (paragraph 4.39)’. iv 
 

Priority was given to Skills for Life and Level 2 qualifications for adults but 
this commitment by government to ‘First Steps’ learning was an attempt to 

recognise the need to provide funded pathways to full qualifications for 

those learners unlikely to be able to embark successfully on full qualification 
programmes. This would be done by offering such learners (through 

appropriate provision) the opportunity to have a positive experience of 

learning, one which was designed to encourage them to make a more 

significant commitment to learning (and qualifications) as a result.  
 

The White Paper also recognised the value of wider lifelong learning and the 

paper included a commitment to safeguard the availability of this.   
 

Others pursue learning for its own sake………There must continue to be a 

broad range of opportunities for those who get pleasure and personal 
fulfilment from learning.  A civilised society should provide opportunities to 

enable everyone, including those who have retired, to learn for its own 

sake. (4.40) 

 
It concluded that: 
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Adult and Community Learning programmes will be seen as an integral part 

of the wider learning opportunities for the area.  But to safeguard the 

availability of these types of learning opportunities, the Government and 
the LSC will agree an overall indicative budget for the funds that should be 

used to support non-qualification bearing programmes. Nationally this will 
be based on the broad proportion of LSC funds currently spent on this kind 
of learning.  The budget will be able to cover, for example, family learning, 

learning for older people, active citizenship, community development, 
learning through cultural activities and work with libraries, museums and 

art galleries. (4.42b) 

 
The identification of First Steps learning as ‘non-qualification bearing’ placed 

First Steps on the same side of the fence as these ‘wider learning 

opportunities’. An attempt to categorise and safeguard different strands of 

‘non-qualification bearing provision’ for funding and planning purposes 
followed.  

 
  
1.2 Categorising First Steps for Funding and Planning 

 

‘The safeguard’ and ‘first steps’  Following publication of the Skills 

Strategy (2003) LSC commissioned NIACE in 2004 to develop a concise 
series of descriptors, which would identify the distinctive strands within 

adult learning provision for LSC planning and funding purposes, and which 

would enable the identification of provision that would be subject to the 
‘safeguard’ referred to in the White Paper. The outcomes of this work 

included the identification of six distinctive strands and descriptors, 
including First Steps learning.  
 

It was recommended by NIACE that the safeguard needed to apply to what 
was subsequently referred to as Personal and Community Development 

Learning (PCDL), with the other strands including First Steps, being subject 

to main funding. The descriptors for First Steps and PCDL and the 
distinction between the two were based on provider intentions behind 

developing and offering the learning programme. 

 

The descriptor for First Steps learning offered was: 
 
Learning which is offered as an initial entry point into learning and from 

which learners are actively encouraged and supported to progress to other 
forms of learning. 

 

Subsequently an LSC consultationv proposed that a distinction be made 
between First Steps Learning and PCDL.  

 

Results of the LSC consultation showed that; 

 
Many respondents indicated that in practice it would be difficult to 

distinguish between types of learning due to the overlap between them. The 

classifications set out in the document were felt to be artificial.vi   
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Already we can see that though First Steps might be identifiable for funding 

purposes, in curriculum practice the distinction between PCDL and First 

Steps might be more difficult. The descriptor for First Steps allowed for 
encouragement of ‘progression to other forms of learning’ – broad enough 

to be inclusive of any ACL provision but perhaps insufficiently defined to 
distinguish First Steps from much PCDL.  
 

Segmentation of First Steps in ACL Following the LSC consultation, a 
segmentation exercise was undertaken for LSC by NIACE during 2005vii, 

with the overall aim of assessing the proportion of First Steps and other 

“non-safeguarded” provision in ACL budgets. The study emphasised the 
difficulty in developing and applying in practice a understanding of what 

distinguished First Steps from other learning, 

 

“When we analysed the returns however and noted the wide range of 
percentages returned, we wondered whether there were still very different 

interpretations among providers of what constitutes First Steps provision”vii    

  
The NIACE study was about existing provision and funding related to this. 

This inevitably characterised its findings but nevertheless tells us much 

about the current context and system. 

 
For example, providers said in relation to PCDL and First Steps: 
 

“…that the categories were not always mutually exclusive however, that 
there needed to be considerable light and shade in their interpretation, and 

that, if applied too rigorously, they could provide an unhelpfully constrained 
view of the curriculum, which did not match with the realities of adult 
learning provision…. 

 
…Targeting may be desirable for implementing priorities but, in community 

settings, either in the more disadvantaged neighbourhoods or in rural areas 

they said, it is not always possible to gather together enough people of the 
same educational background and motivated by similar interests to render a 

tightly targeted class viable.  Classes tend by necessity therefore to be 

more mixed.”vii   

 
NIACE was not able to determine a “single clear steer” on the relative 
proportions of funding for First Steps and PCDL. 

 
 

Respondents to the LSC consultation and the NIACE segmentation exercise 

had identified some of the critical issues in categorising First Steps learning. 
In summary these were: 

 

• Significant overlap between PCDL and First Steps learning  

• A lack of clarity and understanding of what First Steps learning meant 
in practice, and what distinguished it from wider learning 

opportunities intended to widen participation   

• No “single clear steer” on the relative proportions of funding for First 
Steps and PCDL could be determined  
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• Courses and classes (which are current constructs of supply) cannot 

always be used to identify and categorise First Steps learning   

•  LSC had clearly defined First Steps for funding purposes but First 
Steps learning was to be found in a range of categorised provision   

 
 
1.3 Current ‘market failure’ and effective First Steps 

 
By 2005 some providers were reporting a shift in emphasis in the purpose 

and design of their curriculum: 

 
“Virtually all ACL providers identified widening participation as a top service 

priority and many juxtaposed this with what was frequently termed a 

‘historical’ or “traditional” curriculum, which they were taking steps to 

revise and re-focus, through increased outreach and greater local planning 
of curriculum based on identified need.” vii 

 

Despite this signal of potential curriculum reform however, other signs are 
that change has been slow and not sufficiently profound. The Chief 

Inspector of the ALI noted in his Annual Report (2004) that,  

 

“about 40% (of ACL) remains inadequate…” 
 

and said,  

 
“Why … is there so little evidence of connection to employers? … of 

creativity in delivering an individualised curriculum, clearly related to 
knowledge and understanding of each learner’s experience of life? Why is 
there so little evidence of anything other than 30 week “term time only” 

classes when so many learners are unwaged?...    
 

…The plethora of ‘first-rung’ courses had unclear progression routes. 

There was not enough higher level provision in areas such as ICT for a 
measurable impact on employability to be made…  Many of the mechanisms 

essential for supporting the new breed of learners were cumbersome – 

advice and guidance, initial assessment and learning support, for 

example.”viii 
 
A recent study of market failure of provision below Level 2x showed that the 

content of the current offer to adult learners is inadequate, that most 
learners with (and without) qualifications below Level 2 do not progress 

satisfactorily (or at all) to Level 2 and above, and that there are significant 

questions to be addressed as to the purpose and value of the current 
curriculum below Level 2 offered to adults.  

 

The extent and nature of this failure across the system below Level 2 means 

that First Steps Learning as it stands has little chance of supporting 
progression. There are many historic reasons why and these are identified 

in the report. In general (and somewhat stark) terms, aspects of the 

system which currently militate against effective First Steps included: 
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• An emphasis within the system on courses and participation, not 

always matched by an equal emphasis on priority learners and 

progression 
 

• Insufficient development and use of more sophisticated market 
intelligence to analyse the needs and motivators of different groups 
within the broader group of people who are socially excluded and/or 

do not have qualifications at Level 2 
 

• Insufficient development and use of more sophisticated individual 

needs analysis and ongoing monitoring and review 
 

• A failure to develop and design qualifications and curricula below 

Level 2 with the needs of priority groups paramount 

 
• Insufficient flexibility in qualification and curriculum structures to 

promote and support progression 

 
• A lack of consistent ongoing learner advice and support for adults 

 

• A failure to systematically map and monitor pathways and 

destinations for learners 
 

• A failure to develop and manage partnership arrangements which 

will effectively support the engagement and progression of priority 
learners 

 
• Lack of an overall strategy to build capacity across the system to 

support learning and progression for priority learners below Level 2. 

 
Recommendations to address these failures were made in the report and 

their applications for First Steps learning are examined in Part 2 of this 

report.   
 

Reclassification of provision will not necessarily lead to effective 

First Steps  

Given the evidence of market failure of curriculum and qualifications for 
adults below Level 2, First Steps should emphasise the need to employ a 
curriculum which is effective for priority learners. Evidence suggests that 

without this change of emphasis and approach provision may be reclassified 
as ‘First Steps’ and ‘protected’, but there is no real evidence that it would be 

more effective in reaching and helping priority learners to progress. 

Reclassifying existing provision will not guarantee a better offer to learners 
and in fact might mean an increase in First Steps provision with no 

corresponding improvement in skills and qualifications for those people who 

most need them.  

 
1.4 The emergence of a positive environment for effective First 

Steps 

 
However, a more positive environment for effective First Steps has emerged 

since the Skills Strategy (2003). The description of what is need for 
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effective First Steps and the recommendations in this report seek to 

capitalise on the opportunities therein and spell out what is needed to put 

effective First Steps learning in place.  
 

Ending the divide between qualifications and other provision The 
first positive development came in the proposed reform of qualifications. 
The Government’s commitment to the introduction of a credit system as a 

means of reforming qualifications was signalled in the Skills Strategy 
(2003). The impact that qualification reform (and the subsequent 

introduction of the FfA) would have on how provision is defined, described 

and funded could not have been fully appreciated in 2003. Now that the 
vision and plans for implementing the FfA as a unit and credit based 

framework for recognising learning achievements (including but not limited 

to whole qualifications) have been articulated, the need to categorise 

learning provision as ‘qualification and non-qualification bearing provision’ 
will diminish. The current limited choice for learners between a whole 

qualification on the one hand, and no qualification on the other should soon 

become a matter of history.  
 

Focussing on priority learners The LSC focus on priority learnersix - the 

least well off and least qualified in society - helps to clarify the purpose of 

First Steps learning. This focus shows that there is a need to change the 
emphasis from categorising First Steps provision to ensuring that learning 

providers support First Steps learners to progress.    

 
Funding In addition and alongside qualifications reform, the LSC’s reform 

programme agenda for change offers new opportunities and challenges to 
identifying, describing and funding priority provision for priority learners 
which need not be based or defined in terms of whole qualifications or 

categorised provision.  This is essential for integrating First Steps in the 
FLT and to avoid recreating an artificial divide between different learning 

experiences. Greater latitude in how a provider uses allocated resources to 

reach and deliver First Steps learning must be underpinned by a clear 
strategy for First Steps learning within the FLT which can be assessed for 

its effectiveness in progressing learners to employment and/or 

qualifications at level 2 or above.  

 
First Steps and the FLT 

First Steps is one strand of an emerging strategy which focuses on 
improving opportunities and skills for people without skills and qualifications 
at Level 2 and above. The Foundation Learning Tier (FLT) is intended to 

establish an inclusive curriculum offer at Entry and Level 1 for learners of all 
ages from 14 upwards.   

 

The Further Education White Paper 2006iii stated that the need for a, 
“framework of well understood, high quality foundation programmes 

encompassing Entry and level 1, supported by appropriate qualifications and 

units from the FfA”, has been identified, and the commitment to the 

development of the FLT has been made. 
 

The FLT will be supported by units and qualifications at Entry level and Level 

1 in the Framework for Achievement (FfA) which is currently under 
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development and in time will replace the National Qualifications Framework 

(NQF). The programme of work to establish the FLT aims to address 

concerns raised about the appropriateness and accessibility of provision 
below Level 2 for both young people and adults by providing a coherent 

offer with clear progression pathways.  
 
The White Paper makes clear that: 

 
“A key driver of the FLT will be the establishment of progression pathways: 

clear stepping stones to enable learners to access a first full level 2 

programme. These will be supported by accredited units and qualifications 
from the FfA, developed in line with a clear qualification strategy. In order 

to promote the understanding and recognition of those programmes which 

provide progression to level 2 we have asked the QCA and the LSC to 

consider what mechanisms can be applied to ensure that Progression 
Pathways within the FLT can be validated appropriately. We will trial these 

pathways in 2006/07 and expect to have identified and implemented a full 

set of progression pathways across the FLT by 2010. Over time, the LSC will 
concentrate public funds on programmes that align with these pathways; 

and the new entitlement for 19-25 year-olds will be extended to these 

programmes as resources allow, so that there is a complete entitlement to 

progression up to level 3 for 19-25 year-olds.” 
 

Key studies to inform its development and implementation therefore include 

this research on First Steps learning, together with research on why the 
current market has failed to support progression to Level 2.x 

 
Some would argue that not all First Steps learning is in the FLT. However, 
given what we know about the motivations of priority learnersx, there can 

be no doubt that effective First Steps learning is an essential ingredient of 
the FLT for many without qualifications at Level 2 and above.  
In Part Two we describe how First Steps is integral to the FLT and how 

providers need to be organised to offer First Steps within the FLT. We also 
suggest that learner entitlement to the FLT curriculum and recognition form 

the outset can and should begin with First Steps.     

 

 
 
1.5 Working within agreed parameters for effective First Steps 

 
E2E is a programme targeted at 16-18 year olds in the NEET group but the 

following observations are very important for learning providers offering 

First Steps learning to priority learners of any age.  
 

“The [Entry to Employment (E2E)] programme is significant in a number of 

respects, from throwing into prominence the very serious disadvantages 

suffered by some entering the programme, including malnourishment and 
physical underdevelopment, through to releasing foundation apprenticeships 

to fulfil the career-development role for which they were intended. Given 

the severity of some E2E learners’ problems, the 40 per cent progression 
rate into a job or a work-based or college programme should be regarded 

with optimism. On the other hand, that same severity continued to skew the 
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strengths of providers towards social support, while improving literacy, 

numeracy and vocational skills was much less consistently robust. As in 

many programmes which bring together all-too-evidently needy learners 
and sympathetic staff, the designed outcome sometimes sank from 

view. E2E is about promptly moving disadvantaged The very serious 
disadvantage experienced by many in the priority groups places extensive 
demands on the system and those who work in it. As the ALI Chief 

Inspector’s report noted, there is a real danger of skewing “the strengths of 
(learning) providers towards social support, whilst improving literacy, 

numeracy and vocational skills was much less consistently robust”viii.  

 
The danger is that as learning providers focus more acutely on priority 

learners and on delivering the First Steps entitlements we have suggested 

in Part Two - to personalised learning, recognition of achievement and 

progression - their efforts are dissipated on social care and support which 
goes beyond their brief and capability.   

 

In reality successful providers will engage people facing significant social 
problems. We suggest that greater clarity of purpose in providing First 

Steps within the FLT will help to define what the provider is able to offer and 

where they should focus their activity and resources.  

 
The FLT recognises that Personal and Social Development (PSD) learning is 

a key element in the curriculum. In local partnerships, learning providers 

need to ensure that what they offer complements the services of other 
agencies better able (and resourced) to offer social support. Priority 

learners for LSC are often priority people for a range of services designed 
lift them from poverty and exclusion. The gradual convergence of elements 
of public social and education policy perhaps signals a need for a high level 

discussion of how to make the best use of resources to secure common 
policy objectives. Such a discussion would also help to focus local learning 

providers on how they should address the social problems faced by many 

priority learners in partnership with local agencies better equipped to help.   
 

 

  

Part Two:  What needs to be in place for effective 
First Steps? 
 

Part Two of this report suggests what needs to be put in place for effective 
First Steps learning. The report discusses the nature of effective First Steps 

learning (2.1), suggests that learner entitlements to personalised learning, 

recognition of achievement, progression and a coherent curriculum should 
be adopted for First Steps (2.2 - 2.5), and how providers will need to be 

organised to deliver on those learner entitlements (2.6). The report 
identifies some common success factors in how providers seek to reach and 
motivate learners and some common factors that influence learners to stay 

on and progress once engaged through First Steps.  
 

Our suggestions are intended to respond to the conclusions and points 

made in Part One of this report. Our suggestions reflect the policy aims for 
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priority learners in the FLT and outcomes of research related to the FLT 

which have been accepted by LSC and QCA.  Each of the conditions and 

characteristics described below are interrelated and interdependent. 
 

 
2.1 What constitutes effective First Steps learning?     
 

Effective First Steps learning should act as a catalyst for engagement and 
progression in learning among those people who do not have qualifications 

at Level 2 or above. For First Steps to be effective, it should be integral to 

and not separate from learning and achievement in the FLT. In practice 
therefore, effective First Steps is about more than engagement and 

participation.  

 

We suggest that effective First Steps encourages learners to embark on a 
learning journey where their life experience is respected and valued and 

which encourages and facilitates progression - to qualifications at and above 

Level 2, to employment and/or improved employment prospects. To this 
end, we suggest that proposed learner entitlements in the FLT are extended 

to learners embarking on First Steps. Providers of effective First Steps will 

have to be organised to deliver on these entitlements and we have 

summarised what this means for providers in 2.3 below.   
 

The NIACE segmentation exercise recommended a softening of the LSC 

definition of First Steps: 
 

“The LSC should soften the definition of First Steps used in this exercise so 
that it is provision, which prepares people to be ready to study for a 
qualification at Level 2” 7 

 
The suggested ‘softening’ of the LSC definition of First Steps might have 

helped with categorising First Steps. We suggest that First Steps should not 

be characterised as ‘supporting progression towards’ or ‘preparing people to 
be ready’ for qualifications. Achievements recognised in First Steps should 

count towards achievement of qualifications in the FLT and towards higher 

level qualifications in the FfA, in one step.   

2.2 Learner entitlement in First Steps 
 
Effective First Steps can create a bridge between informal learning and 

more structured learning. If the experience of priority learners has been 
negative, of failure, of absence of choice about what and how they learned 

in the past, the First Steps experience should set out to redress this.   

 
We suggest that extension of the concept of ‘entitlement’ to both 

recognition of achievement from First Steps onwards and access to 

progression pathways should be adopted. This concept of entitlement, 

coupled with the development of skills that help people to exercise such 
entitlements should increase the influence of learners on design and 

delivery of the curriculum in its broadest sense.  

  
Learners embarking on First Steps should be entitled to:  
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• Personalised Learning    

 

• Recognition of achievement and access to progression pathways from 
the outset in First Steps  

 
• Access to a coherent curriculum which develops and integrates 

functional literacy and numeracy; Personal and Social Development 

learning which ‘unblocks’ obstacles to progression; vocational and 
subject learning which provides skills and knowledge for 

employability.  

 
 

2.3 Personalising First Steps Learning  

 

We suggest that all learning in the FLT should be personalised. Personalised 
learning is particularly important for people who are taking their first step 

along a learning journey through the FLT. Once a person has directly 

benefited from learning and values their achievement they may be more 
likely to commit to more structured learning.  
 

“You get practical ideas [about changing your kids’ behaviour] … these ideas 
work and you want to learn more…I am doing a maths GCSE now – at an 
outcentre from the local college” Seacroft Sure Start   
 

There is acceptance that there must be sufficient latitude in First Steps 
learning (perhaps more at First Steps than any other stage) to allow people 

to decide what and how they learn and this should be driven by what 

motivates them. At the stage of early (re)engagement expectations can be 
low and confidence to continue can be quite fragile. 

 

“I didn’t expect anything – sometimes expectations let you down…    
… 

I had no expectations – after a long gap (20+ years) I decided to ‘go with 

the flow’ … 

I had a bad experience at school (missed most of my last two years) so I 
didn’t expect much” Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 

We suggest therefore that effective First Steps learning should be 

personalised in the following ways:  
 

Personalising choice means using credit-based units to design and 
compose programmes and qualifications which enable people to pursue 
pathways through the FLT (within the FfA) according to their abilities and 

interests.   
 

Personalising the learning experience means personalising the 

experience of learning; so that an individual experiences learning and 
achievement in a way which suits their preferred learning styles, promotes 

personal ownership, autonomy and control of their learning and 
achievement.    
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2.4 Recognition of achievement and access to progression pathways 

in First Steps  

 
“Accreditation gives us confidence… we got nothing from school. We never 

went … I am proving them all wrong I can do it. Proof!” Seacroft Sure Start 
 
Entitlement to recognition of achievement The man that sought help in 

managing his child’s behaviour (or his own) and who learned how to do so 
valued that learning and achievement when it improved the quality of 

everyday life for his family.xi First Steps should ensure that such PSD 

learning is integrated into a programme which reflects the full FLT 
curriculum and that all such learning achievements are capable of formal 

recognition within the FfA, should the learner wish to exercise that 

entitlement.  

 
Whether or not people want access to recognition of achievement (usually 

referred to interchangeably as ‘accreditation’ or  ‘qualifications’ by learners, 

volunteers and paid professionals alike) has exercised those working in the 
field of adult learning for many years, and perhaps quite rightly so. The 

danger that that accreditation will skew and/or homogenise the learning 

experience is a real one.  However it is clear (from interviews for this study 

and others which have asked people engaged in informal learning what they 
their views are) that many people do want access to recognition of 

achievement,  

 
“What do you feel about accreditation? 

 
…It will be an external marker of achievement…   
It makes learning even more worthwhile in the long run… 

It makes it worth doing and keeps me going… 
It has become very important – I want to do a degree…        

Recognising what I had done in the gap before resuming learning was 

important…   
You can look back and feel proud…  

I feel some kind of recognition is fantastic – it boosts confidence and people 

will come back and learn more…” Learners at Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 

 
When to Introduce recognition of achievement to First Steps In 
many cases, recognition of achievement may be unimportant (or off-

putting) at first but may well be wanted some time later. 
 

“Had it been available on the first day, the first course … that would have 

put me off!  ¾ of the way through though - would give people so much of a 
confidence boost. To have that. To put it on your CV. What can I put down? 

especially living at home with the kids.” Seacroft Sure Start  

 

“Didn’t matter initially but it has become important as I want to teach.”  
Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 

 

The challenge to learning providers will be to: 
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• take an approach to First Steps learning which assumes that the 

learner may wish to exercise a right to recognition of achievement at 

a future point  
• be organised to identify what they learned from the beginning of their 

engagement in First Steps 
• support the learner to provide evidence of achievement which counts 

towards the award of credit in the FfA.  

 
“Parents told staff they wanted recognition and said they felt they’d 

missed out in the past. They said they hadn’t known they’d wanted it at 

first and they didn’t want to go back and repeat stuff just to get the 
accreditation. Discussion [with learners and staff] then became about 

HOW to introduce accreditation without distorting teaching and learning 

but with agreement that accreditation “should be the default position” 

for all learning..” Programme Manager, Seacroft Sure Start 
 

Learners become conscious that they have achieved but often have little 

evidence to prove it,  
 

…There are APL possibilities but I have so little evidence now of what I have 

achieved… I like accreditation it’s always useful for work for proof of what 

you can do. And I feel I have achieved something… Seacroft Sure Start 
 

But a systematic approach to recognise achievement from First Steps 

onwards can reaps rewards and build confidence,  
 

“Then we learned what evidence went with what – 6 pieces of work went 
with one outcome and others went across … noted where evidence matched 
by numbers … lots of sessions and assessment work in class…We then went 

over the portfolio and added info and evidence to back up and prove what 
we had learned. It’s now ready to hand in!” 

 

 
The ways in which practitioners record what has been learned could be 

organised to provide evidence (post-hoc if necessary) of achievement that 

counts towards the award of credit in the FfA. (See diagram below) 
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The Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council Case study (Appendix 1) shows 
how a learning provider has organised its own means of recording progress 

and achievement to allow learners to count learning achievement towards 
the award of local OCN credits. This was developed in part as a response to 
RARPA requirements, though the provider has gone further than ‘identifying 

learning outcomes’ by organising recognition of achievement through an 
accrediting body. Units with generic learning outcomes are offered at 3 

levels and a system of matching evidence to assessment criteria is used. 

There have been numerous other attempts to connect the achievements 
from informal learning to the award of credit in recent years, some more 

robust and successful than others.xii At this point in time, the Blackburn with 

Darwen approach is probably the only real option open to the provider; our 

suggestion is that this option becomes an entitlement within First Steps (as 
an element of the FLT) and that recognition is national, counting towards 
qualifications within the FfA.  
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‘ 

Bottomless’ Entry level 

The recognition of achievement below the current definition of Entry Level 1 
is the subject of current work at QCA. There is no doubt that for First Steps 

learning to succeed, recognition of achievement in an inclusive Entry level is 
absolutely necessary,  
 

“One particular group of learners who are excluded from the National 
Qualifications Framework (NQF) is the cohort working below Entry level.  At 

the same time, we have also been asked by government to bring coherence 

to provision below Level 2.  Working with the LSC, we are developing a 
Foundation Learning Tier which aims to provide a coherent, personalised 

curriculum offer, supported by unit and qualifications from the FfA, for all 

learners working below level 2. 

 
We are keen, therefore, to explore ways in which achievements currently 

described as ‘pre-Entry’ can recognised in the new framework.  In order to 

include all learners, we believe that we would need a ‘bottomless’ Entry 
level.xiii” 

 

In the past it was judged that achievements below Entry 1 (the current 

baseline developed to allow a “read-across” from the National Qualifications 
Framework to the National Curriculum) were likely to be too individualised 

to be assessed against national standards and/or criteria. However QCA 

researchxiv identified a ‘chasm’ between pre-Entry and Entry 1 ‘making 
progression almost impossible.’ Perceived funding constraints on non-NQF 

provision also appeared to lead the practice of placing learners on Entry 1 
programmes who had little chance of success. 
 

The FfA offers a significant opportunity to QCA and LSC to put these 
anomalies right,  

 

“The proposed Framework for Achievement (FfA) gives us a new 
opportunity to ensure that the national framework is inclusive.  The 

requirement for external assessment is lifted; instead, assessment must be 

subject to quality assurance and the acceptable forms which that quality 

assurance can take are to be much wider than those permitted within the 
NQF.  Research has already confirmed that the FfA will be capable of 
recognising learner-referenced achievement and a toolkit to help unit 

developers in the design of units to recognise such achievement has already 
been commissioned.”  
 

What we have outlined in the diagram above would accommodate learning 
achievements at ‘pre-entry level’, through proposed revision of the current 

descriptor for Entry 1.  This work is in progress and at the time of writing 
QCA has drafted descriptors which could be used to recognise,  

 

‘that there is a continuum of early achievement, building upon the earliest 
form of encounter, and working towards making general use of skills, 

knowledge, concepts or understanding that relates to the learners’ 

experience of the world around them.’ xv  
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If achievement at Entry level 1 recognises progress, however small, from 

whatever starting point along that continuum, then all First Steps 

achievements are capable of inclusion in the FLT.  
 

Entitlement to access to progression First Steps must be about more 
than engagement and participation. Progression pathways to qualifications 
within the FfA should be available and offered to all learners who wish to 

follow them. Formal recognition should no longer be an obstacle to be 
avoided in First Steps, but available as an incentive to progress.    

 

An explicit progression strategy however means more than a guarantee of 
recognising achievement within the FfA. Recommendations made for 

progression within the FLT also stand for First Steps learning within the FLT.  

 

“Progression should be the core purpose of the FLT. This should be reflected 
in guidance on planning and organising provision and curricula.”xvi 

 

Coherence of programmes and qualifications A curriculum model for 
First Steps within the FLT, and use of ‘rules of combination’  for 

achievement of qualifications in the  FLT, can be used to provide coherence 

to learning programmes and structure choice in the interests of 

progression.x Those people whose primary needs may not be fulfilled by 
formal education or a traditional course based adult learning programme 

need access to learning in other ways which suit them. This does not mean 

replacing course based provision but ensuring that what is achieved through 
informal learning is part of the FLT curriculum, using course based 

approaches where and when people are ready for them. In interviews, we 
found consistently that once an experience of support to overcome personal 
difficulties was perceived as valuable learning (and not just help), demand 

for more formal structured learning experiences quickly followed. 
 

 

2.5 Curriculum entitlement in First Steps  
 

First Steps is the start of the learning journey within the FLT. 

Three main curriculum strands have been identified as central to the 

development of coherent programmes within the FLT; key and basic skills, 
vocational and subject-based learning and personal and social development.  
These three strands should therefore be available to First Steps learners, 

with learning designed on relevant aspects of the strands, according to the 
individual needs, interests and aspirations of the learners. 

 

The importance and role played by each of these curriculum strands is 
examined in more detail in the study of provision below level 2x. What 

follows is a brief summary of the relevance and importance of each of these 

curriculum strands for First Steps learners. 

 
Personal and Social Development (PSD) learning  

Evidence suggests that many priority adults are more likely to engage in 

learning which is relevant and needed in their everyday lives, which for 
example improves their relationships with their children, or which offers 
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them a way of escaping isolation, or dealing with debt and other 

consequences of poverty.  

 
“(I got involved) because of my grandson’s behaviour - I couldn’t manage 

it… I attended a group on the estate just to get some help… I was willing to 
try anything – I was desperate. Now it’s opened up doors to a whole new 
world…” Seacroft Sure Start   

 
The value and purpose of PSD learning in these contexts is clear and the 

place of this kind of PSD learning in supporting progression to Level 2 and 

above will be very important for many priority adult learners. We suggest 
that two key aspects of PSD learning and achievement are particularly 

relevant and important. 

 

Firstly evidence shows that becoming an autonomous learner, including 
‘knowing what to do when you don’t know what to do’, in supportive 

learning environments which are conducive to developing such skills, is 

fundamental to achievement and progression. Secondly there may be 
personal blocks to progression for adult learners without Level 2 

qualifications. These might be related for example, to personal and family 

relationships, or managing personal behaviour. PSD learning should be 

available to them if it helps to unblock such obstacles and improves their 
chances of sustaining involvement in and through the FLT. 

 

We believe therefore that the critical value and purpose of PSD for adults on 
First Steps in the FLT should centre on developing learner autonomy to 

support progression, and on trying to unblock personal obstacles to 
progression for individuals. 
 

Key and basic skills 
“I need to read notices about danger… 

…I need to know about forbidden (restricted) places (areas)” 
Canary Wharf/UCATT/Lewisham College Learning Centre Partnership 

 

Functional skills of literacy and numeracy are crucial for everyday and 

working life, as well as essential to supporting progression to further 
learning. 

 

Curriculum entitlement needs to be consistent across the FLT. However it is 

perhaps unlikely that many First Steps learners will want or be ready for full 
Skills for Life qualifications at the outset of their learning journey. First 

Steps is conceptually about the start of the learning journey, and national 

tests for literacy and numeracy will be a step too far for many at this stage. 
Nevertheless the development of functional literacy and numeracy skills will 

be important, often integrated with PSD and for some with practical learning 
in vocational contexts. Some adults for example may be developing 
speaking and listening skills alongside PSD. 

 

It is especially important for First Steps learners that opportunities to 

recognise these skills exist. Logically, the principle of entitlement to 
recognition of achievement which values small steps and supports 

progression should be applied to functional skills in the same way as other 
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achievements in First Steps. Developing functional skills in smaller steps, 

which count and can be accumulated towards full qualification can motivate 

First Step learners and support their progression. This is not a dilution of 
standards of Skills for Life achievements but a strategy for supporting 

progression towards them for all adults and a commitment to a consistent 
entitlement to recognition across all First Steps learning. 
 

We suggest that for First Steps, curriculum entitlement should include 
access to development of these functional skills at all levels, from Entry 

through to Level 2. Structures and arrangements for assessment should 

ensure that learning and development of these skills can be integrated with 
PSD and vocational learning in the curriculum, and that their achievement 

can be recognised incrementally and accumulated towards full qualification 

through the award of credit. 

 
Vocational and subject learning 

Previous research indicates the need for a wholesale review of the purpose 

of vocational and subject based learning and qualifications at FLT levels, 
and this is currently subject to review and development work by QCA. 

Whilst it is important that all achievements in First Steps can be recognised, 

the purpose of the curriculum for priority learners in these areas needs to 

be more clearly identified and focused. How vocational and subject learning 
can meet the needs of priority learners taking First Steps and support their 

progression needs to be more clearly identified and articulated.  

 
However research also indicates that at FLT levels there is broad demand 

and support for the development of vocational learning to develop generic 
employability skills, and/or to develop employability skills and knowledge 
within particular sector contexts. We suggest therefore that, subject to the 

outcomes of QCA research and development work, vocational learning for 
First Steps should focus on the development of these generic employability 

skills, and where appropriate for individuals could be work related in specific 

sector contexts. 
 

 

2.6 Providers of effective First Steps will need to be organised to 

deliver on Learner     entitlements 
 
In order to meet their obligations to learners on choice, ownership, and 

entitlement, providers will need to ensure that key elements of the service 
and system are in place and available to learners. These elements are 

described in more detail in other reports already referenced (in particular on 

E2Ei, Market Failure below Level 2x, and Learner Referenced Achievementii), 
however they are summarised below with particular emphasis on their 

relevance and importance to First Steps learning. 

 

• Credit framework: - First Steps learners need to have a 
personalised curriculum which fits their needs, recognises their 

specific achievements, allows them to accumulate and progress with 

these achievements and thus supports motivation and confidence to 
progress. The credit framework needs to be structured and designed 

to promote and enable this, which means it should provide: 
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o A structure whereby qualifications articulate with each other, 

and through which learners can map a clear pathway from the 
start of their learning journey according to their capabilities, 

aspirations and situations.  
 

o A structure and regulations which support spiky profiles of 

achievement – so that learners can achieve quickly in some 
areas and take more time to progress in others.  

 

o Interlocking levels - Qualification structures should take 
advantage of the opportunity offered by the credit framework 

to ‘interlock’ unit achievements in qualifications at successive 

levels. This feature, alongside the ability to recognise spiky 

profiles of achievement, provides the potential for units and 
credits to interlock achievements at different levels and stages 

of learning and to positively support progression.  

 
o Integrated learning - In practice, units in the three areas of 

learning in the FLT could be designed to support integrated 

learning and achievement and at the same time be achievable 

(if required) as freestanding units. As long as the purpose and 
value of such integration (or separate acquisition) is clear, 

rules of combination could be employed to allow both 

approaches.  
 

o The aim should be to make units available that give learners 
room to adopt preferred learning styles, with a variety of 
admissible evidence and a choice of assessment methodology. 

This is achieved by writing units with what are often called 
‘generic’ learning outcomes which do not prescribe the learning 

activity, and assessment criteria which do not prescribe 

assessment tasks. 
 

o Providers themselves have also to recognise the value of 

recognition and its function in developing learner autonomy, 

marking progress and pointing the way to further progress and 
achievement. If the provider does not understand and 
recognise the value of recognition of achievement in First 

Steps, there is a danger that the processes just adds to the’ 
bureaucratic burden’, is devoid of real meaning and is 

underneath it all, valueless to learner and provider alike.   

              
• Progression pathways: - Progression should be a core purpose and 

organising principle of First Steps curricula. This should be reflected 

in design, content, structures and support systems, and in teaching 

and learning strategies which promote learner progression. Clear 
progression pathways from First Steps onwards should always be 

available and known to learners. 

 
• Ongoing support for learning: Many First Steps learners may lack 

confidence, knowledge of the system and/or the personal and other 
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skills to find information, make demands of the system and navigate 

their way through. This kind of support for learning is distinct from 

financial support to learners offered (for example) through the Adult 
Learner Grant. Research has shown that a lack of consistent, on-

going advice and support was a major factor contributing to the 
failure of adults to participate and progress. First Steps provision 
should offer consistent, on-going advice and support. In order to 

provide greater continuity and consistency of support for adults 
taking first steps, the system and those within it should develop 

support for learners through curriculum, and through the role of 

tutors and other frontline workers.  
 

“The only thing that did give me a problem… had to have a workshop 

on language of the course – it was over me head – to explain and 

break it down into plain English. That were more daunting than 
anything – but after that workshop we knew where we stood…”   
Seacroft Sure Start 

 
• Initial assessment: - In order to provide the personalised learning 

described in this report, much more sophisticated initial assessment 

of learner skills and needs is required. For First Steps learners it is 
critical that initial diagnostic assessment is then linked in with 

ongoing review of progress and needs, which is integrated into the 
learning support models described above. 

 

• Assessment: - For many First Steps learners assessment may be a 
daunting process associated with identifying what they have failed to 

achieve rather than recognising their positive achievements. Fit for 

purpose assessment should fit learners’ needs, contexts and 

aspirations, as well as being fit for the purpose of any qualification or 
part of qualification which is being assessed. Flexible assessment 
practice, which recognises the purposes of First Steps learners, and 

of units and qualifications, should be available. Assessment practice 
should support integrated learning and assessment where 

appropriate (see Credit Framework above). The positive 

achievements that learners present should translate into positive 
evidence of achievement that leads to credit, without undermining 

the quality or value of learners’ achievements. 

 

• Learner referenced achievement (LRA): - Research shows that 
learner referenced achievement emanates from particular approaches 

to teaching and learning conducive to learner autonomy – where the 

curriculum is intended to be learner driven and owned, the learner is 
encouraged to develop conscious understanding of how they are 

learning as well as what they are learning, and where achievements 
emanate from a set of personalised goals. The learner-referenced 
experience is created and managed in learning environments which 

promote learner autonomy, and self-determination of learning goals 

and achievements. These learning goals may centre on personal and 

social development, and be highly individualised to the learner. 
People who have not in their current or past lives developed a sense 

of autonomy as learners, who have not learned how to learn and 
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manage their learning, are less likely to have achieved at higher 

levels in the qualifications system. LRA is therefore especially 

relevant and important to First Steps learners, particularly priority 
adult learners, and these approaches should be developed and 

trialled within First Steps provision.  
 

• Partnerships: Learning providers may operate in networks with 

other LSC funded providers and/or in partnerships with other 
agencies which target priority learners for other public services. If the 

learning provider is clear about the parameters of their role in such 

partnerships - focusing on First Steps into learning in the FLT -   they 
are more likely to make the best use of their allocated resources for 

learning and less likely to be drawn into providing social support. 

  

 
2.7 Reaching and Motivating Priority Learners to take their First 

Steps 

 
In this section we have looked at how the four providers case studied for 

this report reach priority learners and secondly, listen to what learners say 

motivated them to engage in learning, and stay on and progress once they 

had taken their ‘first steps’. None of these approaches are offered as a 
model approach for reaching learners. However we have identified some 

common success factors in how providers seek to reach learners and 

common factors that influence learners to stay on and progress once 
engaged through First Steps.  

 
In 2.6 we outlined what LSC funded providers needed to do to focus 
development of their expertise and resources for effective First Steps 

learning in the FLT. But how the institution breaks down preconceptions of 
what a provider has to offer can be critical to the success or otherwise of a 

local First Steps strategy, 

 
“The college was also honest enough to acknowledge that its best attempts 

at conventional marketing and promotion, however professionally done, had 

failed to make a connection in many people’s mind’s between the issues 

that concerned them day to day and the ways that learning could help 
resolve those issues.  The college learned from its own learner surveys and 
the experience of other colleges that the testimony of friends and 

neighbours was often the decisive factor in getting people to take a first 
step back into learning.” North Warwickshire and Hinckley College 

 

What motivates different segments of the adult population to learn varies 
widely, and as the gap between compulsory education and potential re-

engagement increases, participation and progression rates (among those 

without Level 2 qualifications) decrease. We know that some groups may be 

motivated by financial incentives while some, with family partners in work 
are less likely to bex.  

 

Priority learners do not perceive themselves as such; but experiencing 
learning which changes the lives of individuals for the better can lead 

(sometimes quickly) to a demand for more learning. Valuing what is learned 
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leads to a demand for recognition of achievement, certainly among those 

who have had none.  

 
“We both came out of school with nothing, so we were more interested in 

the course … didn’t want accreditation… all that handwriting and marking…! 
Then 2 or three weeks into it I sat and looked through me work and I 
thought – it ain’t that bad. And we had done a previous course and when 

we talked to the tutor we started producing evidence for a level 3 unit – we 
started with a level 1!” Seacroft Sure Start   

 

For Learning providers this perhaps means offering First Steps learning as 
the means by which people progress from being: 

 

o an individual who seeks help 

o a volunteer in a community project  
o a worker seeking representation and support from their Union 

Learning Representative, with no qualifications at Level 2 or above 

and no knowledge of how to change that 
 

to getting involved: 

 

o in a support group  
o in community action on crime 

o in learning skills and knowledge for work   

 
to accessing formal education and qualifications.  

 
Critically, the above diagram, developed by North Warwickshire and 
Hinckley College, shows where the learning provider’s responsibility starts. 

They work in partnership with agencies who reach priority learners through 
informal learning opportunities, employment and volunteering, rather than 

offering these services and opportunities themselves. 

 
Conventional methods for reaching learners can still be successful, 

 

• I found out what was on offer through my local library   

• Looked through the booklet pushed through my door   
• I was just interested in taking a first step back into education 
• I dropped into a Neighbourhood Centre for a taster session 

• Always worked with children in a voluntary capacity – realised I 
needed to  know how children learn 

• Picked up a prospectus from Blackburn Town Centre 

• Acted as an unofficial first-aider on a caravan site in Devon – realised 
I needed training and went to the Community Centre Access Point in 

Darwen  

• A friend told me” Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council     

 
Neighbourhood access points (often using other local services) were 

important to all learners interviewed.  

 
Learning Ambassadors and Champions for First Steps learning 
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However investing time and resources in reaching ‘hard to reach’ learners 

can be a resource intensive and fruitless process for learning providers. In 

Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council and North Warwickshire and 
Hinckley College, learners with local contact and trust are encouraged to get 

involved in outreach and engagement, 
 
“[One learner] has started to run a group for isolated Asian women aged 

over 50 encouraging them towards ESOL classes.  She intends to work 
towards becoming a Learning Champion (within the Lifelong Learning 

Service), which can incorporate some, or all, of the elements of mentoring, 

buddying and coaching new learners.” Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council   
 

In North Warwickshire and Hinckley College, Learning Ambassadors are 

employed to build a different kind of relationship between the local 

community and the institution, 
 

“The college then set out to ‘grow’ some of its staff from the local 

community as a way of fostering a culture of progression and success.  
Making the college one of the prospective employment destinations for 

learners, in which both the perceived and real class and culture gap 

between teachers and taught, might be bridged within the college, became 

an aim.” North Warwickshire and Hinckley College 
 

The ‘localness’ of the learning ambassador or champion shows how 

important it is to be close to neighbourhood communities in order to reach 
priority learners and shape what the institution provides,  

 
“… it has been found to be more effective to assign [Learning Ambassadors] 
to specific areas based around where they live.  The LAs spoken to see their 

role as ‘tailoring the college to the community’.”  
North Warwickshire and Hinckley College 
 

Working with partner agencies resourced to reach priority learners 
At Seacroft Sure Start, strategies to reach learners in their neighbourhoods 

are properly organised and systematic,  

 
 “Outreach sweeps people in – we do this systematically – all workers do 

outreach – we know which street corners to catch people on. We talk, we 

tell them what’s going on we call at their houses… if someone does not turn 

up for a few days we will be round there to find out if they are ok and need 
help or encouragement..  

 

Their approach is confident, persistent, even relentless,  
  

…Billy would stop me for a chat and say you can come when you want… 
anyway I took a leaflet and then he was knocking on my door every week 
for six weeks…eventually I gave in.  When I got here I got a lovely 

welcome… you know – ‘come in, have a cup of coffee’ and treated just the 

same as people who were already there…” Seacroft Sure Start 

  
‘Outreach’ for this project is a resource intensive process and focuses on 

engagement and ongoing support for parents. Many of the parents who 
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eventually participate and progress in the project need much 

encouragement in the first place and then ongoing support to keep them 

involved and to help them move on. There are particular lessons to be 
learned from how the project builds its own outreach and capacity at the 

same time.   
 
“There are 3 key elements to Seacroft: Outreach, Groups, and Training. 

Outreach is constant; groups come out of what people say they want; 
training courses come from groups and outreach. “Rather than dealing with 

each individual problem we do it collectively through groups and training 

where we can. Things like behaviour management, speech, budgeting and 
financial skills… 

 

…Training is offered to everyone; staff, volunteers, parents as equals in the 

same groups. So for example they all do Group Work Training or Outreach 
Training together. Admin staff can do outreach training; training is not 

limited to your current staff role... 

 
…This approach builds capacity in the organisation. It creates a learning 

organisation where people can take on a variety of roles and there’s plenty 

of scope to backfill to cover absences etc. For example there are admin staff 

who’ve done outreach training, gone out on outreach under supervision with 
qualified staff and are now applying for outreach posts in the organisation. 

“it’s the same for volunteers, workers, parents.” Seacroft Sure Start 

 
The project’s capacity building strategy also provides a potential bridge into 

First Steps learning for parents whose initial interest in the project was to 
get help: 
 

“Parents who’ve been on courses are invited to come and support new 
courses. They’ll start by welcoming people and doing introductions, then 

develop to setting tasks under supervision. People are buddied to support 

each other and wherever possible trained in 2s and 3s, linking more with 
less experienced and thus creating a “flow” of experienced trained parents 

from the community.” Seacroft Sure Start 

 

Seacroft does work in collaboration with a learning provider, but as the 
commitment to recognising achievement and securing progression evolves 
at the project there is a realisation that the informal relationship they have 

needs to grow:  
 

“We have an informal relationship with a provider but it’s too dependent on 

an individual tutor and we would like it formalised now to provide more 
stability and security” Seacroft Sure Start 

 

This approach to outreach is resource intensive and demands a high level of 

skill and expertise from the organisation. A local learning provider should be 
able to complement the work of this agency and deliver First Steps learning 

in partnership with such an organisation without being drawn (as often 

happens) into delivering social support itself.   
 

Union Learning Representatives and First Steps 
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We know that many adults without Level 2 qualifications will already be in 

employment. In work based contexts, union learning representatives (ULRs) 

have been instrumental in connecting low paid workers to learning 
opportunities.  ULRs can both identify and respond to potential learners in 

the workplace many of whom appeared aware how important learning was 
for their own safety, 
 

“I need to read notices about danger… 
 

…I need to know about forbidden (restricted) places (areas)” 
Canary Wharf/UCATT/Lewisham College Learning Centre Partnership 

 

Or the development of their own functional language skills,  

 
“I was working as a chambermaid in a hotel – I had no English – couldn’t 

say hello.  Polish is my first language and German my second.  Union man 

asked me if I would like to learn.  I say, ‘yes’.” Canary Wharf/UCATT/Lewisham 
College Learning Centre Partnership 
 
The role of a trusted individual to offer advice who recognises people’s 

learning needs and taps into their motivations can be critical. But reaching 

and engaging learners in what motivates them is one challenge. Extending 
the capacity of the supply side to respond to these needs in ways which are 

accessible and work for individuals is another, 
 

“… a class once a week is difficult…” 
 
… I agree - if we go everyday it is easier. We forget (between classes)” 
Canary Wharf/UCATT/Lewisham College Learning Centre Partnership 
 

Key success factors in reaching and motivating First Steps learners 

 
• Priority learners do not perceive themselves as such; but 

experiencing learning which changes the lives of individuals for the 

better can lead (sometimes quickly) to a demand for more learning 
 

• the testimony of friends and neighbours can be a decisive factor in 

getting people to take a first step back into learning 

 
• A trusted individual (Union Learning representatives, Learning 

Ambassadors and Champions) who can offer advice who recognises 

people’s learning needs and taps into their motivations, can be critical 
in encouraging First Steps learning. ‘Growing’ some of its staff from 

the local community can be a way of fostering a culture of 
progression and success   

 

• A local learning provider should be able to complement the work of 
other local agencies and deliver First Steps learning in partnership 

with such an organisation without being drawn (as often happens) 

into delivering social support itself   
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• Neighbourhood access points (often using other local services) were 

important to all learners interviewed  
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Recommendations  
 
Effective First Steps should encourage learners to embark on a learning 

journey where their life experience is respected and valued and which 
encourages and facilitates progression - to qualifications at and above Level 
2, to employment and/or improved employment prospects. To this end, we 

recommend that proposed learner entitlements in the FLT are extended to 
learners embarking on First Steps. 
 
1.  Achievements recognised in First Steps should count towards 

achievement of qualifications in the FLT and towards higher level 

qualifications in the FfA, in one step.  We recommend that First 
Steps should not be characterised as ‘supporting progression towards’ or 

‘preparing people to be ready’ for qualifications.  
 
2.  Learners embarking on First Steps should be entitled to:  

 
• Personalised Learning 

Personalising choice - using credit-based units to design and compose 

programmes and qualifications which enable people to pursue 
pathways through the FLT (within the FfA) according to their abilities 

and interests.   

Personalising the learning experience - personalising the experience 

of learning; so that an individual experiences learning and 
achievement in a way which suits their preferred learning styles, 

promotes personal ownership, autonomy and control of their learning 

and achievement.    
 

• Recognition of achievement from the outset All achievements in 

First Steps (as an element of the FLT) should be capable of formal 

recognition within the FfA.  
 

•  Access to progression pathways from the outset First Steps 

must be about more than engagement and participation. Progression 
pathways to qualifications within the FfA should be available and 

offered to all learners who wish to follow them. Formal recognition 
should no longer be seen as an obstacle to be avoided in First Steps, 
but available as an incentive to progress.    

 
• Access to a coherent curriculum which develops and integrates 

functional literacy and numeracy; personal and social development 

learning which ‘unblocks’ obstacles to progression; vocational and 
subject learning which provides skills and knowledge for 

employability.  

 

Providers of effective First Steps will have to be organised to deliver on 
these entitlements. (See Section 2.6 for further details)  
 

3.  For First Steps learning to succeed, recognition of achievement 
in an inclusive Entry level is absolutely necessary.  The recognition 
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of achievement below the current definition of Entry Level 1 is the 

subject of current work at QCA.  

 
4. Examples of successful practice in reaching and motivating learners have 

been identified in this report. Providers should be encouraged to 
develop and share appropriate models which will reach and 
motivate priority learners 

 
5. There is a need for a high level discussion of how to make the 

best use of resources to secure common objectives signalled by 

the gradual convergence of elements of public social and 
education policy. Such a discussion should consider how local learning 

providers should cooperate with other local agencies which are equipped 

to address social problems faced by many priority learners.   
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Appendix 1: Case Studies  
 

Case Study 1  
 

Seacroft Sure Start  

 

Interviews: 
 

6 learners interviewed individually face to face 

 
12 learners/training volunteers were involved a group discussion 

 
The programme manager and project director were interviewed face to face 
and 7 further staff were involved in a group discussion 

 
The Seacroft Sure Start programme is a local response to an important 

government initiative aimed at preventing social exclusion.  Nationally 
funded programmes aim to improve the health and well-being of families 

and children in areas of deprivation before and from birth.  The Seacroft 

Sure Start team initially comprised five outreach workers to spread the 
word about Sure Start, twelve child carers to provide practical support and 

a team of professional deliverers who offered support and advice to parents 
with children under the age of four.  They aim to fill a gap in local services 
to enable members of the local community to access help and support in a 

non-judgemental way.  The Seacroft team have always taken very seriously 
the requirement to consult the local community about what it wants, 

enabling the team to respond both effectively and specifically.  Sure Start at 

Seacroft has built on what already existed and has provided extra services 

such as skills training for parents, personal development courses and 
practical advice and support such as debt counselling.  

 

The area served by Seacroft is predominantly white including a large Irish 
community.  From its initial start the staff team has now grown to forty, 

serving eight hundred registered families.  An important change is that all 
staff now have a generic as well as a specialist role.  All members of the 
team are required to do outreach work.  Each family is visited once per 

fortnight and families are divided into street based rounds with pairs of staff 

being assigned two rounds.  They visit one round one week and the other 

round the next.  There is good collaboration with the health visitors, three 
of whom are seconded to Seacroft.  Information about the help available 

from Seacroft is included in the birth pack left with the family within three 

weeks of a birth.   
 

Collaboration between the Leeds City Council Early Years Service and a 
number of providers together with the Seacroft team has been a vital 
ingredient in the success of the programme.  Another important partner has 

been the local Open College Network (OCN) working to provide suites of 
accredited ‘bite sized’ units.   
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The programme has had signal success with Parent and Toddler Groups; 

Food, Health and Fitness and Music and Movement courses.  Another 

flagship development is the programmes designed to help parents bring 
about behaviour modification in their children.  The twelve week Webster 

Stratton scheme (encouraged by the Government) is in place.  Work with 
the OCN is on-going to map existing units of credit to the Webster Stratton 
programme to provide accreditation.   

 
Delivery of the programmes takes place wherever is deemed suitable.  For 

example, the headquarters of the Family Learning Centre, Nurseries, 

Community Centres, and in one case in a parents’ home have all been used.  
Wherever possible the works is recognised through proper accreditation, but 

as a minimum participants get a Certificate of Attendance/Achievement.  

Most families want to have their efforts recognised.   

 
First session for trainers: A meeting was arranged with a group of 20 

adult parents/volunteers and paid workers from the Sure Start project, 

Seacroft Estate Leeds to discuss the issues and questions in introducing 
formal recognition for learning achievements gained through participating in 

the Seacroft Sure Start project.   

 

Issues discussed included: 
• Mixing units across awarding body qualifications in the FfA 

• APL – experience and unrecognised achievement – its use in Sure 

Start 
• Home activities as assessment tasks  

• Therapeutic course – building a portfolio week by week…  
• Gentle introduction to learning process is very important…  
• Evidence from anger management course transformative experience 

emerges in evaluation how their behaviour has improved – can this 
be used as evidence? 

• Motivation for parents is to change the situation they are in – their 

relationships – measuring the progress from this important – and 
learning is valued by people when they benefit from it and when it is 

valued by others…they share their learning with… 

• This gives people the confidence to go on to do other things.  

• But they need something to show for this – recognition [of their 
achievements]  

• Entitlement to recognition overrides the concerns that accreditation 

will skew the experience – make the system adapt to our demands – 
change the culture of assessment.  

 

Second session:  
 

Working with the same group and concentrating on a discussion with 

parents/volunteers about: 

 
1. How and why  they got involved with the project 

 

2. What made them stay 
 

3. What next 
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The following selected notes were flip charted and the following is a 

summary of responses and discussion across the group. 
 

 
1. How and why did you get involved with the project? 
 

• Because of my grandson’s behaviour - I couldn’t manage it… I 
attended a group on the estate just to get some help… I was willing 

to try anything – I was desperate. Now it’s opened up doors to a 

whole new world.  
 

• I was handed a leaflet –discussed it with workers… They acted like 

they cared… advised me to go to the kidscope group – not it wasn’t 

just for a couple of weeks…this was a proper group… 
 

• I came to a baby massage group … and a swimming group.. it took 

me a year and a half to get started - a year and a half of being 
desperate for help. I have had a lot of help and done a lot of courses 

since then. 

 

• I was handed a leaflet for busy bees… 
 

• I joined the stress free group and then did behaviour courses for my 

kids. It’s free…the timing is good…  
 

• child care is there and makes it easy… you can learn here and feel 
safe…  

 

• I am now a volunteer delivering courses alongside John [psychologist 
member of paid staff] 

 

• The courses are accessible not full of big language – you don’t feel 
like you are being assessed…  

 

• You get practical ideas [about changing your kids’ behaviour] … these 

ideas work and you want to learn more.   
 

• I came here for the first time three years ago… It was Billy [paid 

worker on outreach]… he would stop me for a  chat and a cig and say 
you can come when you want… anyway I took a leaflet and then he 

was knocking on my door every week for six weeks…eventually I 

gave in.  When I got here I got a lovely welcome… you know – ‘come 
in, have a cup of coffee’ and treated just the same as people who 

were already there… 

• I have just done a sports team leaders course – got a certificate for 

that and life saving too… we now do the ‘feelings drum’  round local 
schools with younger kids… (expand this) … I have also done the 0-6 

behaviour management course that helped me with my kids… they go 

out of their way here to get you in… and you learn  
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• I had a coffee.. was introduced to others… started talking – I did not 

join a course, I came here for help. Workers see potential in you. 

Janet delivered the [behaviour management] course and Billy 
supported – he is always there for me.  

 
• Outreach sweeps people in – we do this systematically – all workers 
do outreach – we know which street corners to catch people on. We 

talk  we tell them what’s going on we call at their houses… if 
someone does not turn up for a few days we will be round there to 

find out if they are ok and need help or encouragement..  

 
2. What made you stay? 

 

• Equal status for workers/parents – all voices are heard and 

respected. This is a community college, its ours – not just a building…  
 

• We enjoy it – you are not restricted … 

• It leads to other things… 
 

• Now training to be a trainer in the Webster-Stratton method  – its 

opening up every door that is there… supported all the time by the 

big group… this makes me confident to take on anything… I am not 
jittery because I have got support… 

 

• They make people feel welcome  - a good experience every time.  
 

• We are people focussed  … rather than the  process … it’s a constant 
learning environment – we share.  

 

3. What next? 
 

• I have been asked to train as a Portage home visitor for the 

education department in Leeds…  
 

• Used stepping stones    

 

• I realised that I have skills and experience that professionals do not 
have… about the estate the neighbourhood bringing up kids in 
Seacroft… and now I am training other parents and families in this 

area [in behaviour management]… 
 

• There is no pressure to go ‘further’ they back you if you choose to 

do something… 
 

• Now I am a trained sports coach – we are going to organise netball 

after school for the area – get Seacroft a team…  

• Working with teenagers on the estate… 
 

• I am keeping up with my children … 2 are still very young… I am 

doing a maths GCSE now – at an outcentre from the local college 
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• The college person is a ‘very community person’ she will meet with 

the parents and bring them in to meet with college staff… will run a  

course with 4 people on it … very much community driven… 
 

• The College comes [here and to local groups] to where people are to 
talk about progression [from sure start programmes] 

 

• They have delivered courses in people’s homes 
 

• ‘We take a radically different approach to delivering services’ 

[programme manager] 
 

• A tutor recommended that I could deliver training alongside them … I 

had a book to reassure me… and I feel I can go to anybody for 

support here. I always feel that I will be listened to. [she now attends 
and represents the project on the East Leeds strategic partnerships 

for children’s services].  

 
• Beyond Seacroft 

 

• Andy [chair and parent] is on city wide strategic partnership 

[committee]  
 

• [Parents are involved in delivery – working in pairs] We have mums 

advising mums [on kids behaviour after following courses]  
 

• Some are doing things beyond being a parent – first degree courses 
now… 

 

Individual interviews with parents – questions followed as above 
plus: 

 

Did you get and accreditation? Would you like some? Or have liked 
some?  

 

1.  Jane   

 
• I live in Crossgates over the road from Seacroft. Mark J said (after 
the course had started) that it would be accredited. I did an 

unaccredited course in child development 0-6… I did 3 courses before 
accreditation was mentioned…  

• I am applying to be a toy box worker. I am learning Portage 

techniques – I have a child with LLDD this course is certificated… 
assessed through a work (home) based assignment… the assessor 

went over the assignment requirements with me and then I got a 

certificate – it was four days fulltime and the assignment.  

 
• Yes I am interested in getting recognition … APL … for what I have 

learned so far…  

 
• Had it been available … first day first course … that would have put 

me off ¾ of the way through would give people so much of a 
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confidence boost. To have that. To put it on your CV. What can I put 

down… especially living at t home with the kids.  

• …And what I have learned helps to deal with teachers at school 
(especially Seacroft with a bad name for underprivelege).  

 
Bridget   
 

• I started off doing little courses… Would have been nice to get 
accreditation for what I have done. 

 

• Now I have done the training the trainers Webster-Stratton course 
(accredited) four days of input, four days of delivery, then practice. I 

am now a fully qualified trainer. I want a job now. My eldest is on 

heroin – I joined a group to help me deal with it… now I talk to 

parents and give them hope –I can I help them where I can.  
 

• Yes I have stopped from time to time – my dad had lug cancer – I 

was up and down looking after him. I was back here 8 weeks later. If 
you miss a bit you can catch up.  

 

• [evidence of achievement] I use video, do written work record 

feedback from parents…  
• I will be able to deliver courses to parents in other settings…  

 

Mandy and Amanda   
 

• We both did the 0-6 child development course – 8 weeks.  
 

• Told we could be put in for accreditation – it was up to us of we 

wanted to or not.  
• Mandy -    we both came out of school with nothing so we were more 

interested in the course … didn’t want accreditation… handwriting and 

marking…!  
• Then 2 or three weeks into it I sat and looked through me work and I 

thought – it ain’t that bad. And we had done a previous course and 

when we talked to the tutor we started producing evidence for a level 

3 unit – we started with a level 1!  
• The only thing that did give me a problem… had to have a workshop 
on language of the course – it was over me head – to explain and 

break it down into plain English. That were more daunting than 
anything – but after that workshop we knew where we stood…  

• Then we learned what evidence went with what – 6 pieces of work 

went with one outcome and others went across … noted where 
evidence matched by numbers … lots of sessions and assessment 

work in class. But then practice at home and a log of that.  

• For example – spend 5 minutes with each child playing 

games/reading talking using different language – praising good 
behaviour and then coming back and saying how this had worked… 

tutor would take notes and p/copy these for us for next week… 

• We then went over the portfolio and added info and evidence to back 
up and prove what we had learned. It’s now ready to hand in! 
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• Amanda - Certificate? We are going to frame it! We are sports team 

leaders being qualified in one thing - I am doing it for the kids… I 

want my kids to say my mum does this and had got that qualification 
…. Not just at home all day… I want them to be proud of me… I enjoy 

it anyway. 
 

• Gives you an insight – how to understand kids and how to handle 

them… these (project, learning) are giving me a future.   
 

• Accreditation gives us confidence… we got nothing from school. We 

never went … I am proving them all wrong I can do it. Proof! 
(Amanda) 

 

Catherine   

 
• First of all I should say I used to work full time – moved to Seacroft 

from Kirkstall for a house … no local friends … with kids became a bit 

more isolated.  
• What started it was a leaflet through the door. Started on a Sure 

Start toddler group went with my sister in law… then moved on to 

other groups the Busy Bees … playgroup (kids and mums together) 

started going to Stress Free – crafts, aromatherapy relaxation (here 
at Sure Start  project)  … all within walking distance. That was 2 ½ 

years ago. I love Stress Free Don’t have to learn anything just relax  

- my partner works full time so that’s 2 hours a week just for me…  
• Did a course at Busy bees … I didn’t know there were all these 

different courses! 
• Did 0-6 child development and Bright Start. 

 

• APL possibilities but I have so little evidence now of what I have 
achieved… I like accreditation it’s always useful for work for proof of 

what you can do. And I feel I have achieved something…  

• Would like get a job in Sure Start in administration – there is more 
chance of I am volunteering.. the hours fit in with nursery … the 

location is good… and it will be four years before all my kids are at 

school child care is 250 per month per child! Keeping involved in the 

project keeps me involved and busy and gets me back into the world 
of office work.  
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Characterising First Steps Learning  
 

 Case Study 2 

 
Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 

  

 

 Interviews: 
 

• nine learners (seven female and two male) were interviewed face to 

face in small groups, with an age range from 19 to 50 
 

• Curriculum Development Manager and RARPA champion, the Quality 
Monitoring Officer and the Tutor Team Manager interviewed 
separately by telephone and face to face 

 
This case study site was selected due to the involvement of the Adult 

Learning Service of the Borough Council with piloting Recognising and 
Recording Progress and Achievement (RARPA) in non-accredited learning.  

 

It is important however to give a context for the RARPA pilot because the 
ability to embrace such initiatives is set squarely within a belief that, inter 

alia, the Adult Learning Service can make a difference to people’s lives and 
communities in Blackburn with Darwen through Lifelong Learning.   
 

When Blackburn with Darwen became a Unitary Authority in 1998 its 
140,000 population had the following characteristics: 

 

• younger age profile than the national average 

• 13% from Indian or Pakistani communities (four times the national 
average) 

• 26th most socio–economically deprived authority in England one in 

five of the districts are amongst the 7% most deprived in England 
• 34% of children eligible for free school meals – significantly above 

the  
• national average of 21% 

 

In terms of learning needs the following features were identified: 

 

o attainment statistics for adults lower than the national 
average, e.g. one third of working adults had no NVQ or 

equivalent qualifications  

o adult participation in learning in further education (which made 
the main offer of part-time learning) was markedly declining 

 
Encouragingly more Blackburn with Darwen residents saw Learning/Training 
as important to future employment prospects than the East Lancashire 

average (LLSC survey).  However, the survey noted that the groups in the 
Borough who were less likely to feel that learning/training was important 

were those with no or few qualifications, men, part-time workers and those 

over 55.   
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Whilst none of the foregoing was surprising in itself, the response to the 

situation has marked out the work of the Lifelong Learning Service.  Its 
philosophy ‘Learning to Live – Living to Learn’ enshrines the far-reaching 

aims of: 
• Building a Blackburn with Darwen that is a better and fairer place to 

live  

• and has a strong future 
• Believing that Lifelong Learning is one of the key ways of achieving  

• economic and social development  

• Wanting to learn becoming a normal and valued part of people’s lives 
• Wanting to remove the anxiety and fear of failure that so many 

associate with ‘education’ 

• Wanting people to feel excited by learning, to love learning 

• Wanting learning that raises people’s confidence and self-esteem 
• Wanting to offer learning that links with people’s own priorities and 

lives, that offers a sense of progress and achievement, that is 

available where, when and how people want it  
• Above all wanting people and communities to feel that learning is 

theirs 

 

Implementing RARPA 
Translating those aims into practice involved, and continues to involve, the 

Lifelong Learning Service in challenging traditional assumptions about the 

who, why, what, when, where and how people wanted to learn.  The 
establishment of a network of Neighbourhood Learning Centres/Access 

Points for advice and guidance, all of which offer learning opportunities as 
part of their operation, has been a key feature.   
 

This background and commitment enabled Blackburn with Darwen to 
become one of the 22 core RARPA projects.  The initial commitment was to 

implement RARPA across all the local provision covering 7 of the 14 national 

curriculum areas (6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13 and 14).  This proved to be over 
ambitious and coupled with the delay in the development of the National 

Validation System, the pilot wad narrowed.  The pilot was limited to the 

implementation of the Staged Process of RARPA across all 7 curriculum 

areas but only involving groups taught by curriculum leaders.   
 
An over-riding constraint was that managers, curriculum leaders and tutors 

had a process that was ‘fit for purpose’ that sat within their own Quality 
System.  From a start date of January 2004, 24 of the 62 courses 

commenced were in scope involving 181 learners some 35% of the total 

January cohort. 
 

There is an acknowledgement that capacity issues did contribute to the 

narrowing of the focus of the project.  However, the revised aim was met 

and the organisation has curriculum leaders who have become RARPA 
champions.  Given the large number of tutors employed on a casual basis 

the concept of champions is vital.  One tangible outcome has been that the 

quality team has developed resources to link to tutor training via an 
accredited training course together with the development of a Tutor 

Resource Pack. 
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Benefits 

Crucially 92% of the learners commented that the staged process had been 
a positive experience, especially the ability to negotiate learning outcomes.  

Typical comments were (it) “helped to clarify learning goals”, “I knew where 
I was going”, “I recognised how far I had gone”, and, “we checked our 
progress regularly”.  Paperwork was the only negative consistently cited.   

 
For tutors the benefits outweighed the drawbacks by a factor of 12 to 1.  

Typical of the tutor comments was (it) “gave me a high quality professional 

framework on which to hang the structure of my course, benefiting learners 
and myself”.   

 

For the organisation the Staged Process gave a useful framework to develop 

and embed good practice.  It was also seen to compliment their existing 
Curriculum Development Model and provide a link to the Common 

Inspection Framework.   

 
One interesting experiment was the use of mini MP3 Players (Mega Sticks) 

to digitally record learner feedback which might otherwise be difficult to 

capture or be lost entirely.  In practice this has had mixed success and tutor 

attitude has been a key element, that is, the more enthusiastic the tutor the 
more likely the technique would be successful.  The system was conceived 

as a complement to paper-based systems for summative assessment.  

However, before venturing too far down this route the organisation will look 
for guidance from ALI and LSC before scaling down or indeed giving up 

paper based systems. 
 
Tracking Progress and Achievement 

A Tutor Course File has been developed to enable tutors to track the 
progress of groups.  The file provides relevant pro-forma’s for every aspect 

of the group’s progress.  There are five sections that deal with relevant 

issues: 
 

1. Before the start of the course 

2. After the initial meeting 

3. Mid-course 
4. End of course 
5. After course 

 
In the first section the learners have a clear role in the course design 

specifying learning outcomes together with venue and resource 

requirements.  Methods of assessment and of recording learning are also 
agreed.  This involvement provides a clear opportunity to link in with the 

promotion of equality and diversity in the course materials.  Strategies for 

supporting late starting learners are also agreed.   

 
The second section deals with issues such as registration, development of 

the scheme of work and session planning.  Any details of intervention from 

Initial Advice and Guidance (IAG) are noted at this stage.  There is also an 
opportunity to review the outcomes of both initial assessment and 

negotiations. 
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The third section is centred round a mid-course review of retention, 

Individual Learning Plans (ILPs), assessment and records of Learning Gain.  
Further session plans are also discussed and agreed.  

 
The fourth section provides the opportunity to review ILPs, examine learner 
evaluation reports and the register.  An attempt is also made to summarise 

learner destinations and evaluate the effect of the course on the 
community. 

 

Finally, the tutor is required to complete a comprehensive End of Course 
Evaluation as the fifth section. 

 

In terms of recognition and progression the organisation has developed a 

Credit Framework Toolkit in conjunction with the then Greater Manchester 
OCN (GMOCN) now the Open College Network North West (OCNNW). 

 

Review 
A cost benefit analysis places the benefits to the organisation, staff and 

learners as high coupled with moderately high costs to the organisation but 

lower costs to the staff and learners. 

 
Finally, among the unanticipated outcomes was the fact that it took longer 

than expected to implement the Staged Process of RARPA.  It was also 

recognised that the logistics of rolling out and embedding the process with a 
large number of tutors employed on a casual basis would be a challenge.   

 
Learners’ views 
 

The following are the learner responses to a specific set of questions: 
 

How did you first get involved? 

 
• I found out what was on offer through my local library   

• Looked through the booklet pushed through my door   

• I was just interested in taking a first step back into education 

• I dropped into a Neighbourhood Centre for a taster session 
• Always worked with children in a voluntary capacity – realised I 
needed to  know how children learn 

• Picked up a prospectus from Blackburn Town Centre 
• Acted as an unofficial first-aider on a caravan site in Devon – realised 

I needed training and went to the Community Centre Access Point in 

Darwen  
• A friend told me   

  

What made you stay? 

 
 •   Very committed, patient and competent tutor  

 •   Good teacher 

 •   Small group  

•   Personal determination to succeed 

 •   Personal pride and ‘stickability’ 
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 •   First positive feedback motivated me 

 •   Support from my family and friends 

 •   Diversity of cultures 

 •   The way tutors respond, listen and teach   

 •   Relaxed, encouraging atmosphere  

 •   Enjoy the environment in which I learn 

 •   Feel as if it is paced for me  

 

How do you feel about accreditation? 
 

• Will be an external marker of achievement   

• It makes learning even more worthwhile in the long run 
• It makes it worth doing and keeps me going 

• It has become very important – I want to do a degree        
• Recognising what I had done in the gap before resuming learning was 

important   

• You can look back and feel proud  
• Didn’t matter initially but it has become important as I want to teach 

• I feel some kind of recognition is fantastic – it boosts confidence and  
people will come back and learn more 

• Recognition is important  

• I am not bothered 
 

What did you expect from your involvement? 

 
• To get some IT skills to assist with my voluntary work 

• More confidence and improved communication skills x2  

• I didn’t expect anything – sometimes expectations let you down    

• I just wanted to go and find out what happened (at the Centre) 
• Hoping to find out about different ways children learn 

• No expectations – after a long gap (20+ years) I decided to ‘go with 

the flow’ 
• I had a bad experience at school (missed most of my last two years) 

so 

• I didn’t expect much   
• A qualification    

   

What did you get? 

 
•   Greater confidence and new skills   

•   Lots of help from tutors and other learners 

•   Became determined to succeed 

•   Confidence on the computer   

•   I know what my daughters are talking about and can hold my own  

•   I got much more than I expected – made friends and really enjoyed it 

•   More confidence – two years ago I would have been too nervous to   

meet you 

•   It has changed my life – I now have a direction  

•   I have learned things I wouldn’t even have thought about doing before 

•   Can’t say – I haven’t got my qualification yet 

 

What next?  Any plans to progress? 
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 •  Will decide when the course ends in June 2006  

 •   I intend to take a next step but haven’t yet decided   

 •   Yes.  I would like to go higher but I haven’t decided yet 

To have a break after three years of study – then I would like to be a  

 Learning Champion 
I would like to progress to a higher level but I need to fit courses around  

my free time 

I have written some children’s stories and am looking for someone to  
 illustrate them  

Hoping to work as a Key Stage 1 or 2 teacher 

My plan is to teach in Lifelong Learning 

Probably Level 2 IT     
   

Any other comments? 

 
• I’m retired now so this is truly Lifelong Learning! 

• Marketing and Publicity could be better 
• I’ve changed as a person (friends have commented), I’m more 
outgoing 

• I think it will give me more confidence to look for a job 
• I wasn’t very confident when I started but I am full of confidence now 

• I’ve learned that you are never too old to learn – there is a very 

elderly man on my course who is doing very well with new things 
• Need to offer more accredited courses 

• Needs more flexibility of times of classes 

• Lifelong Learning is a brilliant idea 

    
Individual learner case studies 
Finally, two particular student personal stories illustrate individual 

experience and outcomes of the pilot: 
 

The first case study concerns a Zimbabwean Asian Muslim woman who 

was educated in Zimbabwe until the age of 14.  Her first language is English 
and she was a fluent writer and speaker and was also quite numerate.  She 

came to Blackburn at the age of 14 and married a few years later.  She 

didn’t add to her education for over 20 years.  Her husband is the Priest 

(her description) of a local Mosque, and her children are now well 
established, the eldest of whom has graduated.  She had been able to help 

the children whilst they were at school with English and some maths, but 

increasingly felt unable to contribute to their education, excluded by 
specialist language, knowledge and skills.  Whilst the children and her 

husband had always been supportive and valued her she herself felt that 
she had less and less to contribute.   

 
Three years ago, as her family commitments lessened, she reached a point 

where she decided to have “some time for me”.  She plucked up courage to 

go to one of the Neighbourhood Learning Centres and was encouraged to 
attend a taster session.  She didn’t recall the taster topic but she did vividly 

recall the female Asian tutor who gently teased out her background, formed 
(through the RARPA paperwork) an accurate initial assessment of her 
abilities and needs.  She was encouraged, though she felt very daunted, to 
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attend a pre-Access short programme.  She produced an essay and when 

she got it back with a good mark, in her words, said “I could have danced!”  

The importance of that initial feedback cannot be over-estimated as she 
confided that she would not have returned if the feedback had been 

negative.  She needed confirmation of her innate belief in her own ability. 
 
Since that initial involvement she has attended “loads” of programmes – 

some accredited, some not.  She is accumulating in her words “points” 
towards a pre-degree programme (70 points so far).  She is currently 

having time out because she has started to run a group for isolated Asian 

women aged over 50 encouraging them to towards ESOL classes.  She 
intends to work towards becoming a Learning Champion (within the Lifelong 

Learning Service), which can incorporate some, or all, of the elements of 

mentoring, buddying and coaching new learners.   

 
The second case-study concerns a middle aged male returning to the 

learning process.  He has now been involved for almost 3 years.  He 

acknowledges that 3 years ago he had low personal esteem, was quite shy 
and found it difficult to make eye contact when in conversation.  He realised 

he needed to overcome these issues if he was to be able to extend the work 

he was doing in a voluntary capacity as a classroom helper in his local 

primary school.   
 

He realised that if his role was ever to go beyond listening to children read 

and generally assisting, he would need to find out how children learn.  He 
vividly remembers his first contact with a Neighbourhood Access Point and 

recalls the relaxed encouraging atmosphere and joining a group where 
everyone was “in the same boat”.  Accreditation wasn’t important in the 
early stages and he attended a wide variety of courses which helped to 

make him feel more confident.  As he expressed his needs more clearly the 
learning progressively became more focussed.  He paid tribute to both the 

Lifelong Learning staff and the staff from Blackburn College who came in 

and gave him good advice and information about Teacher Training options.  
He’s currently working towards a Level 2 Teaching Assistant award and has 

written some children’s stories for which he is looking for an illustrator. 

 

Finally, he confirmed, maintaining eye contact, that even 2 years ago he 
would have been too nervous to be interviewed.  He fully understands and 
appreciates the way he has been ‘gentled’ back into accredited learning and 

is full of praise for all the support he has received.       
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 Case Study 3 

 
Canary Wharf/UCATT/Lewisham College Learning Centre 

Partnership 
 

Interviews: 

 
• Five learners (four female and one male) were interviewed face to 

face as a group. They were all part of an ESOL programme and were 
aged 20 to 30. 

 

• Trades Union Studies centre manager, the ESOL programme manager 
and the class tutor all interviewed face to face.  

 
The partners, Canary Wharf Group plc, Lewisham College and the Union of 

Construction workers and Allied Trades and Technicians (UCATT) aim to 
offer education for all construction workers who work at the Wharf. 

Following the opening of a Learning Centre in November 2002 the 

Partnership has strengthened. In 2004 the work of the Partnership was 
recognised by a Beacon Award for Widening Participation. 

 
Canary Wharf plc has provided facilities in the Centre (computers, telephone 
and fax lines), UCATT fund a full-time project worker through their Union 

Learning Fund (ULF) and Lewisham College’s Trade Union Studies Centre 
provide tutors, learning materials and additional computers.   

 

The aim is to make the learning as flexible and accessible as possible for 

construction workers whose working hours, shift-working patterns and 
contract work make attending conventional course difficult.  Many of the 

barriers to learning one could imagine are present in the Construction 

Industry at Canary Wharf.  These include high proportions of ethnic 
minorities for whom English is not their first language; lack of recognition 

by supervisory staff of the benefits of training for their operatives; the 
difficulty in securing paid release for study all coupled with a transitory 
workforce. 

 

Lewisham College Trade Union Studies Department handles the day-to-day 

management of the Centre and the College’s own Learn Direct Centre is 
part of the Trade Union Hub.   

 

Latterly the College and UCATT have recognised that there are many other 
major construction projects in London, many of which employ significant 

numbers of migrant workers from Eastern Europe.  Given the dangers on 
construction sites for all categories of workers, having a clear understanding 
of verbal instructions, signs, posters and instructions can mean the 

difference between life and death.  
 

One such site near London Bridge is run by Bovis Construction Limited, and 

it illustrates the needs, opportunities and difficulties encountered on such 
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large construction sites.  Bovis provide a training room in a building 

opposite the site, Lewisham College pay for the tutor via UFL and also 

provide consumable materials. 
 

The site canteen is staffed at operative level almost exclusively by Polish 
workers and there are many Romanian and Polish construction workers on 
site.  A class for workers whose English is either very poor or non-existent 

operates once a week from 4 to 6pm.  None of the workers are given paid 
time off to attend.  The class interviewed was a mixture of male and female 

learners one of whom, a Romanian fork-lift truck driver, was attending his 

first session.  The other learners present were female Polish canteen 
workers who had been attending since October 2005. 

 

During the group conversation it became clear that learner progress was 

being hampered by the fact that in the canteen, despite some 
encouragement from the Manager, Polish is the spoken language.  Similarly, 

the Romanian workers take their breaks together and speak in Romanian.  

Given that the learner is employed as a fork-lift truck driver there is little 
opportunity for him to speak to anyone on site other than at break times.  

There are obviously logistical issues that need to be addressed if the good 

work in the training room is to be optimised.   

 
Learners’ views 

The following set questions yielded some interesting answers: 

 
How did you first get involved? 

 
• been in England 2 years and had learned some English at school 
in Poland 

(8 years ago) but I had forgotten almost everything.  The boss 
asked me if I would be interested.               

• About a year ago I spent 2 months at another London college but 

it was too hard and I gave up  
• I was working as a chambermaid in a hotel – I had no English – 

couldn’t say hello.  Polish is my first language and German my 

second.  Union man asked me if I would like to learn.  I say, ‘ yes’ 

• I am Romanian and learned a little English watching American 
films.   
Boss and Union rep told me about the class in the starting 

(induction) time 
• I was told about it by another woman.  Not here tonight – she (is) 

returning  

to Poland 
 •    Been here for a few months and Boss told me about class     

    

What has (or will) make you stay? 

  
 •    I determined – need to find better job       

 •    Good teacher who help a lot 

 •    I need to read menus 

 •    Need to read notices about danger 

 •    Need to know about forbidden (restricted) places (areas) 
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 •    I know that I must improve – so I will stay 

 •    Boss want me to be (a) success   

    
How do you feel about accreditation? 

 

N.B.  It became clear that accreditation hadn’t been agreed for the learners, 
it will depend on their rate of progress 

 
 •     Will be accepted elsewhere (Internationally?)     

 •     Would like a Certificate 

 •     Not sure I understand about it       

    
What did (do) you expect from your involvement? 

 
 •    To speak English much better (general response)   

    

What have you got (so far)? 

 
 •    Not much yet – class once a week is difficult 

• I agree (with the above) – if we go everyday it is easier.  We 
forget  

(between classes) 
  

What next?  Any plans to progress? 

 
It became clear that they haven’t thought seriously beyond their current 

need to master English at a reasonable level. 
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 Case Study 4 

 
North Warwickshire and Hinckley College 
  

Interviews: 

 
• Seven learners (five female and two male) were interviewed in small 

groups, with an age range of approximately 30 to 50 years 

 
• Director for Adult and Community Learning and the college area 

manager were interviewed by telephone and face to face 
 

• Ten staff (programme managers and full and part-time tutors) 

together with a representative of the LEA were involved in a group 
discussion 

 
North Warwickshire and Hinckley College (NWHC) is one of those FE 

institutions that has given priority to meeting the learning needs of its local 

adult community and of widening participation of those previously 
considered ‘hard to reach’.  The college can fairly claim to have become a 

leading exponent in the art of engaging with its local community working 
with all post-16 age groups.  Learning opportunities are provided from two 
main sites and eight well-established outreach centres together with over 

one hundred other locations across its catchment area. 
 

The college serves an area of Warwickshire and Leicestershire and takes in 

the local authorities of Nuneaton and Bedworth, Hinckley and Bosworth 

together with North Warwickshire.  This core catchment is bounded by 
major motorways (M42, M6, M69 and M1) with the large city conurbations 

of Birmingham, Coventry and Leicester just beyond its borders.  The 

catchment is an area with a few middle-sized towns, a scattering of small 
market towns and former mining villages and farming communities.  Rural 

isolation and depravation sits side by side with new housing for commuters 
and the more affluent.   
 

The proportion of people from minority communities is below the national 

and regional average.  The largest concentration (approximately 5%) are 

mainly of Indian origin in Nuneaton and Bedworth.   
 

As a way of responding to the need despite the vagaries of national funding 

mechanisms, the college established some years ago its own Innovation 
Fund, managed by the Principal.  The fund was established to allow the 

college’s innovators, with good preparation, to take calculated risks.  The 
fund was not available to support ‘normal’ curriculum development.  In 
relation to this case study the major development to emerge from the 

Innovation Fund was the creation of teams of Learning Ambassadors (LAs).   
 

Although the concept of LAs is not original to NWHC, its adoption was 

grounded in an examination of local and national research findings at the 
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time.  The college acknowledge that leaving school early without 

qualifications has been the easiest route into the least skilled, least well-

paid and least secure employment.  Also growing up in a family where 
learning is not valued can lead to the same attitudes passing down the 

generations.  This led to a recognition that to be really successful in 
widening participation the college had to find ways of breaking that cycle.   
 

The college was also honest enough to acknowledge that its best attempts 
at conventional marketing and promotion, however professionally done, had 

failed to make a connection in many people’s mind’s between the issues 

that concerned them day to day and the ways that learning could help 
resolve those issues.  The college learned from its own learner surveys and 

the experience of other colleges that the testimony of friends and 

neighbours was often the decisive factor in getting people to take a first 

step back into learning. 
 

The final element in helping to change the public perception of the college 

was a recognition that the profile of the college staff is a major factor in 
shaping the college’s image in the community.  The college then set out to 

‘grow’ some of its staff from the local community as a way of fostering a 

culture of progression and success.  Making the college one of the 

prospective employment destinations for learners, in which both the 
perceived and real class and culture gap between teachers and taught, 

might be bridged within the college, became an aim. 

 
The LA initiative is alive and well and a key element in the on-going success 

of the Adult and Community Learning and Outreach programme of NWHC.  
Although the original remit of the LAs was to contact family and friends, 
who could of course be scattered over a wide area, it has been found to be 

more effective to assign them to specific areas based around where they 
live.  The LAs spoken to see their role as ‘tailoring the college to the 

community’.  They make their contacts through libraries, mother and 

toddler groups and sports and leisure centres.  LAs are thoroughly inducted 
into their role, have regular monthly meetings with their senior staff and 

participate in on-going staff development.  They confirm that the most 

commonly asked questions by prospective learners relate to cost (is it 

free?), child care arrangements and venue – it has to be local initially.  The 
LAs noted that for a new learner to become engaged it has to be exactly the 
right moment in time when all the surrounding family and personal 

elements come into alignment.  The LAs submit a completed pro-forma to 
the college giving details of prospective learners.   

 

 The clear views from the learners interviewed is that, for them, the 
opportunity to take a first step is an entitlement and that the choice of that 

first step should be theirs.  Out of that combination of choice and 

entitlement comes ownership.  They also realised the importance of the 

college having been alert to the need to change its culture in the way 
described above.   

 

The tutors and managers interviewed defined First Steps learning as 
‘anything that enables people to engage with a learning environment’.  

Whilst First Steps predominantly engages those who have lost confidence or 
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whose skills have been eroded by the passage of time (gaps in 

education/training), staff were at pains to emphasise that for many first 

step did not equate to bottom rung learning.  In support of this they cited 
those for whom Access and Foundation Degree level is their first step and 

that it may take several years to complete. 
 
Staff also emphasised the importance of having what they describe as 

‘feathered edge’ to the interface between the learner and the college.  By 
this they meant having a choice of tasters to try and being able to build one 

to one relationships, often through the LAs.  They drew a parallel with the 

importance of the Union Learning Representatives (ULRs) in the Essential 
Skills Programmes to which NWHC is also heavily committed.   

 

The relationship between the college and the local OCN has been productive 

leading to the establishment of a local Credit Framework.  However, they 
see the potential of FfA wondering why it is taking so long to come to 

fruition.  They recognise that accreditation is both desirable and inevitable 

within the strictures of the funding regime.   
 

Finally, the learner responses to the questions largely mirrored those of the 

other case studies whilst offering some unique insights. 

 

 

How did you first get involved? 
 

• I wanted to up-date my computer skills, saw a poster and signed 

up  

• Through a friend x2 

• Saw an advert with a friend and we went together, very 
nervously! 

• Met an LA x2    

    

What has (or will) make you stay? 

  
 •    We had such fun       

 •    All in the same boat 

 •    Staff understood if the children were ill 

 •    Friendliness of all the college staff 

 •    Adult atmosphere – not like school 

 •    Small groups 

• Good teacher and great coffee!  

•    Progression opportunities to higher level qualifications 

 •    Encouragement from staff 

 •    Timetabling convenient to learners 

 •   Achievement – I could see that I was improving 

    

How do you feel about accreditation? 
 
 •    Good to have recognition to an external standard  

• It became important to gain credit as I began to understand the 

bridges to 
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Higher education 

• Not a huge influence on my first steps learning 

• Not important at the time 
• Nice to have credits 

 
What did (do) you expect from your involvement? 
 

• An up-to date CV  
• New skills and new friends 

• New knowledge 

• The ability to write better 
• Qualifications 

• Up-to-date skills and possibly move towards higher qualifications 

• Contact with adults not just children! 

• No real expectations 
• Hoped to get a job – which I achieved 

    

What have you got (so far)? 
 

• Feeling of self-worth x 2 

• Increased confidence x 4 

• Awareness of opportunities for further learning/jobs 
• Restored motivation and drive 

• Qualifications 

• Opportunity to develop completely new skills 
• Confidence to speak to groups 

• Family and friends have noticed that I am a much more positive 
person 

 

What next?  Any plans to progress? 
 

• Hopefully employment 

• 7407 teaching certificate stage 1 
• Possibly Access to HE 

• Complete Level 3 IT skills 

• Yes, but not decided x 4 
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